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Letters ?

IDENTITY CRISIS

I suppose I must have failed 'Marriage I'

last year
— although my academic results

for Arts were respectable. Academically 1

second year Arts seems even better, though
I'll probably fail 'Marriage II' with merit.

I
didn't even leave ('drop-out') of Law

School because it was a doyen of male

patriarchy on campus, I just wanted to

pursue my interests in Arts.

But I feel I am amidst an identity crisis

brought on by my environment. I am not

sexless but I enjoy the input of my fellow

students both male and female in my tut

orials and lectures and in my displacement
activities such as sitting in the Ref. or the

Union Bar. Sure, I've run into some male

chauvinistic attitudes but then I once

questioned some fems putting up
anti-male posters outside the Chifley Lib

rary and asked them about female chauvin

ism — like the suffragettes in Britain they

argued, you have to go to extremes to win

the smallest of concessions.

I supported the campaign for better

lighting on campus, applaud the enforced

awareness of 'equal opportunity' accorded

to women in university employment and I

feel Women's Studies should be better

supported by the Faculty of Arts in terms

of staff. Perhaps I do let others, more

enlightened, fight those battles for me, but

perhaps my support of an altered status

quo is more realistic than the more quid
pro quo attitude of my radical 'sisters'.

I feel there has been a lot of revolution

ary fervour which hc?.*» blurred the extent

to which many women's issues have been

pushed. According to some of the more

enlightening (?) toilet graffiti I have read,
I (being representative of women in general)

dress with the intent of attracting the male

species (despite the fact I have failed Marr

iage I and am assured of failing Marriage

II), and, by riding my bike_ or walking
across campus at night S am tempting any

passing male who is intrinsically sexually
frustrated.

Let's be serious plaase .

Creating a healthy environment on

campus should not be misrepresented to

be an assault on.every male because he is a

male and therefore has dominant laviscious

male traits. Neither should every female
feel pressured for not being the 'enlighten

ed' female she should be.J'm talking basic

bio-chemistry and although social and eco

nomic conditioning has supposedly made

every woman feel they have a limited and

specific role within society
— don't push

me too far. Yes, I've had my share of

sexist human experiences but I don't

propose going through life living by para

noia. I feel an equal to most people I

meet and hold myself out as one, but

interestingly enough my more 'radical

sisters' like to treat me as a less intelligent

and narrow-minded inferior because I don't

talk or act in terms of 'revenge'.

University is about awareness of ex

panding horizons yet it remains isolated

in many ways from the mainstream of life.

My enlightened sisters have obviously made

me think out their cause but perhaps also

added to my underlying cynicism about

university 'education' as such. I realise a lot

needs changing, the status of women

particularly, but let's keep the issues

associated with these changes more situat

ion-specific. I am a woman and while not

wanting to end up a sacrificial victim for

the 'women's cause', I rather think the

campaign of general retribution against

past male hegemony and the sins it has

entailed, will merely help reinforce the

vacuum which I feel has been created

between the 'rad ferns' and us — male

and female.

A women's issue of 'WORONI' only
helps make this vacuum more incredulous
— if females don't feel they can print

their articles in any other issue then they
are conceding that the women's cause

has become a negative strategy rather ?

than a positive step forward.

Reply to Elizabeth Stone ....

Elizabeth Stone's letter raises issues

which are being discussed both within

the women's movement and outside it.

While I don't agree with much of what

she says, her feeling of being 'amidst an

identity crisis' is shared by many women

(feminists and non-feminists) and it is

important that the reasons for this feeling
are discussed.

The impression I get from the letter is

that while she agrees with many femin

ist aims, she is uncomfortable with what

she sees as an unnecessarily dogmatic
and radical approach. While it's perhaps
understandable that a sharp distinction is

drawn between 'rad fems' and other

women, it is also very misleading to

classify women this way. There are many
different kinds of feminist, and to lump
us all together in the category of 'rad

fems' is to blur important political and

personal differences. For instance the

label 'rad fern' completely ignores the

continuing debate between 'radical

feminists' and 'socialist feminists' on

directions which the women's movement

takes. But besides the merely intellectual

inadequacy of dividing women into two

categories, it also has the effect of alien

ation many women from feminism be

cause they perceive feminists as unapp

roachable, unfriendly, dogmatic and of

course totally humourless.

While perhaps to an extent feminists

are to blame for this image, I think that

largely it is an image created by the

media and by men who can't cope with

the threat posed by feminism to their

dominant position in society. By stereo

typing feminsts, they marginalise us

into being viewed as the lunatic fringe.

However, in fact it is the so-called rad

fems on campus who are active, not only
in obvious campaigns like the 'Curfew

on Men' posters, but also on various

committees which affect the position of

women on this campus. It is the 'rad

ferns' who look into issues like childcare,

equal employment opportunity, and

lighting and safety on campus.

Elizabeth Stone says that she supports

the campaign for better lighting, EEO

and Women's Studies. But, she says,
while she feels an equal to most people
and holds herself out as one she is treat

ed an inferior by her more 'radical

sisters'. There are two points to be

made here. The first is that, while it's

excellent that women feel equal, it is a

sad fact that no matter how good we

feel about ourselves, very often we are

simply not treated as equals. There

are many illustrations of this.

— As Marion Sawer points out, the

number of women in tenured positons

at the ANU is very small, smaller than

would be expected given the number of

qualified women who apply for those

positions. The conclusion of three stud
ies is that this cannot be explained

without reference to bias against women

applicants (see Sawer Towards Equal

Opportunity) .

—

In education, teachers pay far

more attention to male pupils than to

female pupils. Numerous studies have

been made of the amount of time teach

ers spend in the classroom directing

their comments to each sex, and it's

generally about 70% to the boys and

30% to the girls. Similarly the kind

of behaviour praised in boys and girls

differs —
girls

are encouraged to be

neat and well behaved, boys to be orig

inaland assertive (see Dale Spender
Women in Education).

— Legally women are discriminated

against particularly in the areas of

family law and laws re sexual offences.

When a couple divorces, it is almost

invariably the woman who comes out

worst off as far as property is concerned,
because of the almost unlimited discret

ion given to the judge in deciding proper

ty matters (see Jocelynne Scutt For

Richer For Poorer).

These three examples show how,

while a woman may feel equal, in fact

she is still at a severe disadvantage in

many areas. This is not going to

change unless women are willing to fight

for change.

My second point relates to the feeling

of being treated as an inferior by femin

ists. I don't know whether this is a refer

ence to a specific occasion or a general

feeling. If Elizabeth Stone is referring to

the conversation outside Chifley Library,

I (as one of the women there) can only

say that there was no intention of treat

ing her as an inferior — in fact I thought
we had quite a good conversation even

though we didn't agree on everything.

Finally, I'd like to comment on Eliza

beth's claim that the issues associated

with the status of women should be kept
more 'situation specific'. First,

feminists do fight arc und specific issues

— the lighting campaign and Equal

Employment are proof of this. However,
we see these matters as being part of a

'

wide social movement for the true eman

cipation of women in all areas, encom

passing political, legal and personal

concerns.

A women's Woroni is an active encour

agement to women to have our say and to

look at issues which concern us. It also

-enables women to develop the skills

associated with producing a publication
— skills which women don't often have.

Rather than being a negative strategy, it's

a positive assertion of the fact that

women have a lot to offer. Women do

print articles in other issues of Woroni,
but a specifically Women's Issue draws

attention to the fact that there is still

much that has to be said by and for

women.
,
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O-O Slhto MxW DOWrfS
.

?

? ? What is Roxby Downs?

Roxby Downs is a uranium minde in

South Australia, situated near what

could be the largest uranium deposit in

the world. The area also contains rich

deposits of copper, gold, silver, and rare

earth metals. These other ore-lodes have

generated the excuse that Roxby is not,

forst and foremost, a uranium mine; yet
the forecast production of uranium is

3,000 tonnes per annum.

Mining takes place under an indenture

agreement between the joint venturers,

Western Mining Corporation and B.P.,

and the South Australian Government,
which has invested $50 million in the

project. At the moment, mining is still in

the pilot stage of production and process

ing: in theory it's an experiment in min

ing economics. In effect it is the source

of Australia's current export of yellow
cake to Finland. Between Roxby and

its use in Finnish nuclear power stat

ions, this material is not covered by inter

national safeguards.

Why Gose the Mine?
There are good reasons for preventing

the mining of uranium anywhere: its role

in the proliferation of nuclear weapons;

danger to the health of miners, carriers,

people who live in the vicinity; the un

solved problem of waste disposal; the

increased likelihood of nuclear accidents.

There are specific reasons for stopping
uranium mining at Roxby Downs. The

? land around Roxby is traditionally own

ed/used by the Kokotha people. Roxby
Management Services has repeatedly fail

ed to recognise the Kokotha's claims and

requests. They have denied access to, and

completely destroyed, areas the Kokatha

regard as sacred. When in full operation,

Roxby Downs will use 33 million litres

of water a day from the Great Artesian

Basin: enough to reduce the water table

significantly,
and case irreparable dam

age to the local environment. The $50
million invested by the state Government

has diverted funds from more worthwhile

areas, and has fuck-all chance of being
recovered by 3.5 percent royalties. Roy
alties will only be earned IF the mine

can produce at 85 percent of its capacity
for 60 consecutive days: an industrial

miracle.

The Rolling Roxby Blockade
This year's blockade of Roxby Downs

was organised by the Coalition for a

Nuclear-Free Australia (CNFA), a umbr

ella group of over 90 trade union, peace,

environment, feminist, Aboriginal and

church groups committed to stopping
uranium mining and prohibiting nuclear

weapons and all other stages of the

nuclear fuel cycle in Australia. Canberra

people were represented at the block

ade. by a wimmin's group: the Nuclear

Re/sisters, a group of students /unpaid
workers: the Bogongs, and four or five

hardy individuals.

The Bogongs and Nuclear Re/sisters
are 'affinity groups', small numbers

of people (usually 8-12) who have

sussed each other out, and can plan
actions together, provide emotional

support for each other, make decisions

quickly if necessary, work together,
and if things are going well, have stacks

of fun.

There were two types of action at

this year's blockade: mass actions, in

volving large numbers of people from the

base camp, centered around fairly broad

themes, and affinity-group actions,

involving smaller groups of people with a

more specific focus. Mass actions mainly
occurred outside the lease area, affinity -

actions inside. Mass actions were mainly
during the day, affinity -actions at night.
Mass actions got the fcest media coverage
in terms of quanity, but not always in

terms of quality.

Good Mass Actions

We went as Bogongs, after a long and

sometimes traumatic/frustrating search

for a name. Some of us went by car, some

by bus, one rode a bicycle. The first

contact we car people had with the block

ade was at Nurrungar, a US communic
ations base about 90km from Roxby
Downs. (Strange how all those sinister

things happen in the desert, eh? Pine

Gap, Roxby, Woomera, Nurrungar,
Maralinga . . . .)

ANOTHER IETTER-, [?]
This letter is a response to Kendall

Odgers's letter in the last Woroni:

'Nuclear Power — an absolute

necessity'.

Kendall points to the 'blind emotion'

of the anti-nuclear movement who

supposedly ignore 'undeniable' scientific

fact. It is surprising that Kendall has so

much faith in the articles by Professor

Bernard Cohen which he claims are so i

undisputable. The fact that a name y
has a 'Professor' in front of it does i
not immediately make a person unbiased

and even. In fact, the blatant incorrect

ness of some of Kendall's facts proves

that these articles do have a bias.

For example, Kendall states that

according to the US Nuclear

Regulatory Commission 'there

would have to be a melt-down every

two weeks to match the number of

deaths caused by coal burning.
'

This

statement ignores the lasting effect

which radiation has on the environment

and the human population in the form

of debilitating diseases such as bone canc

er and leukemia. The narrow-sighted

habit of looking only, at immediate eco

logical impacts and ignoring the long
term lasting ones is what has brought the

world to the brink of ecocatastrophe
today.

Kendall pursues the idea of nuclear
power being superior to coal power and

complains about how the anti-nuclear

movement fails to recognize the dangers
of coal power over nuclear power.

A

This is a blatant misrepresentation of

the anti- nuclear movement. People
involved in the struggle against the

nuclear industry are fully aware of the

dangers of the coal-power industry. No

one from the anti-nuclear movement

has ever advocated a return to the

situation where all our power needs

are supplied by coal. In fact, recogniz
ing that both coal and uranium are fin
ite non-renewable resources, the anti

nuclear movement is advocating the

development of renewable power sources

such as solar energy, wind energy, biogas,

geothermal energy and tidal power.

These are not unfeasible (it is possible

now to run a house entirely on solar

energy), and if more funds were all

ocated into research instead of into

unprofitable and ecologically unsound

nuclear industry, these sources

could be developed on a larger scale.

The link between nuclear power and

nuclear weapons proliferation is another

fact which Kendall attempts to question.
However by making such ludicrous state

ments as 'Even if all peaceful nuclear

ractors were to cease operating, there

would be absolutely no difference in the

number of warheads possessed by the

nuclear powers,' he is ignoring the fact

that the major threat caused by the

spread of nuclear technology is that of

y nuclear arms proliferation to countries

i which do not have them.
T The statement in Kendall's letter

A about the unlikelihood of nuclear war

» reveals yet another flaw in his argu

T ment. It is naive to go along thinking
k that nuclear weapons are solely for the

J
purpose of deterrence. The fact that the

4 superpowers are now engaged in devel

i oping a first strike strategy (aimed at

T destroying military targets) brings the

A possibility of nuclear war closer and

J closer.

^ The fact that the nuclear industry is

i ridiculously expensive and wasteful of

T public funds is attributed, by Kendall, to

A the fact that the public is demanding rid

, iculously high safety standards. ! shudder

y to think of the kinds of dangers we

i would all be exposed to were these safety
Y standards dropped, considering the

4 dangers we face even with the existence

i of these safety standards.

T Why does Kendall suspect the anti

1 nuclear movement of hoodwinking the

|
public with their facts about the nuclear

y industry. Why does he blindly believe

a the 'facts' of bodies like the US Nuclear

Regulatory Commission and people like

A Professor Bernard Cohen? This unquest

T ioning trust of authority figures and

J mistrust of those who question their

i so-called unbiased statistics is sadly
T misplaced.

{ wfoMr
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H A peaceful action had been planned

Bfflj
for that afternoon, a pleasant enough H|

|jj|| Tuesday, we ate the last of our

8m3 hommus and chatted with a few nice HE

gjra
Commonwealth police. We met a few H|

raS 'stars' of the blockade that first day. 9H
HB silly old men with big mouths: like 'The

Era] Iiobbit', who proclaimed that it was
'

Hj
raj

'his' action — because he thought of it H
MB first: that any statement had to be 'a H

H| proposal' — or else it was a waste of B|
R time. Like Mr 'Fade', who claimed we H

h| were there too early, but said we could H

stay if we told other people to piss off, HH
H 'like, er. . . tell 'em to ... . you know H

j||

... faaade — until 4.00, the app- H

M So we hung around, welcoming othr

I other early arrivals, sussing things out. It H|
||

turned out to be the best mass action Hn
1 that happened while we were there: Bra

I 250 people marching, singing, with

||
banners held high, arms linked, towards h|

II an American military installation in h|
II the middle of the desert. Some people
||f

hid their cameras when they saw the Ha

11 sing.
A cyclist got to within 50 metres of

||
the base that night, and took colour H|

II photographs undetected. H|
H Seven people were arrested when thery Bg
II

tried to enter the base. Three people were ra

H allowed in to talk with the joint Austral- HB
jflPl ian commander, who ansered 'no comm- H
H ent' to nearly all their questions. BB

Fucking Wonderful Mass Actions.

Bit of a bummer, really: we missed it

by a couple of days. People from the

Women's Space organised an action to

unite all the womyn in the camp, to

generate solidarity and a feeling of

empowerment in a symbolic show of

strength against the main gate. More

than 70 womyn went down to the fence

intending to sing songs, weave webs an

and things through the wire, and rattle

the fence to vent their anger at it. A

lot of peaceful, angry womyn, a rather

feeble fence. After a few rattles, the

fence started coming apart in their
,

hands, so they pulled it to the ground,
sat on it, and kept singing. After about

20 minutes eight womyn were selected

from the crowd and arrested for wilful

damage to property.

Shitful Mass Actions

Thursday afternoon you maybe know

about: it got the most extensive media

coverage of the whole blockade. The

mainstream media still thrives on violence

and misrepresentation. One analysis

syas that everyone present was responsib
le: for not defusing the anger and viol

ence of our comrades. Another says

that men with personal vendettas with

particular police and consumption of

alcohol are a recipe for disaster at any

mass action.

There were maybe valid reasons for

extreme anger: the brutal eviction of

vigil people from their camp by the

SA Riot police a month before the

blockade; the presence of a particular

police officer at the main gaate:
but they're shitful reasons for violent

and inflammatory behaviour in a

group of 150 demonstrators and 100

police. Tension and violence escalates; ,

it's difficult to defuse anger in front of

a large crowd: particularly in the presence
of stacks of media and cops.

Good small-scale actions

There were heaps of well-planned,
inventive excursions into the mine

site in the middle of the night(s). Some

actions were predominantly symbolic
others sought to physically hinder mining

operations.
The Re/sisters took with them lots of

drawings of wildlife and plants done by
Canberra kids. They laid these out on a

major road, leaving truck-drivers with

two options: they could stop and talk

with the group about their reasons for

being there — or they could drive on

and destroy the pictures and wildlife.

The Bogongs' main action was the con

struction and implantation of giant card

board windmills and suns — representing

safe forms of energy
— throughout the

mine site.

Direct hindrance actions included

chaining up
?

gates, putting super-glue in

locks and padlocks, burying more than

100 metres of fence that still hasn't

been found and chaining bodies to

fences.

The most extreme case of the latter v*

form of action involved Robyn and Pablo 9

being locked to a gate by wearing bicycle
U-locks around their necks. U-locks can't

be cut with bolt-cutters, so it took four

hours for them to be removed. After

talking oxy -acetylene, workers eventually
cut them loose with an angle grinder.

Perhaps the most dubious aspect of

being forced to work at night, under high
security (including helicopters with spot
lights and a heat-sensor), was the adopt
ion of semi-commando tactics by block

aders: crawling through sand-dunes in

dark clothes, black-faced gliding in shad

ows at the sound of helicopter rotors.

What happens now? H
There are still people at the blockade, H

action reports are still filtering through.
But on an organised scale the 1984 gM
Roxby Blockade is over, leaving a lot of H
unresolved questions for all of us to be Hj
thinking about:

* Are mass blockades effective or Hj
worthwhile?

* Should mass actions be abandoned

as too unwieldy?
* Is it possible to tolerate the behav- H

iour of, let alone work effectively

with, large numbers of strange (let

the ambiguity have its play) men?
* How can violence be defused most

efficiently?
* How can we improve media

coverage? B
* Where does effectiveness lie?

On Friday 5th October, there'll be a H

public meeting to discuss this year's W

blockade, including reports from people F\f
who went, slides, photographs, and a II
memorabilia collection. Come along and

hear the claims made in this article

countered. That's 8pm in the Haydon- H
Allen Tank. |H
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WOMEN, TECHNOLOGY, and the MEDIA.

Technology has become the most pow

erful god in our society, far outstripping
the -tinsel gods of Christianity, for it is'

through technology that men are finally

gaining the ability to create and destroy

the world we live in (e.g. clones, genetic

engineering, neutron bombs, etc.). Like

most gods, technology is not of itself,

evil, it is tne oia prooiem ot wno con

trols the gods and for what purposes. If.

technology is seen as God the Father, all

wise all powerful etc., then the media is

God the Son. It is through the printed,
visual and audio media that we hear the

voice of the ruling culture, that specific

ally male ethos which deals almost ex

clusively in death consciousness. The

media shapes our present, defines our

past and moulds the future. It has the

power to reassure, undermine, determine

attitudes, reinforce stereotypes, to de

light, to frighten, and it has this power

because many people have consciously
. yielded up their human intelligence to the

lollyshop of all their desires.

Women in the media are also changing
the message of the gods. They are talking

about women, about their lives, about

our collective history, they are uncover

ing our real past. They are talking about

rape, child-molesting, menstruation,
childbirth, about men and their power

and their hatred. They are talking and

writing about female sexuality, about

difference about commonality and they
are not interested in perpetuating the

myths about our weakness, our depend
ence or our need for male malevolence.

And they are shaping a new future for

the women who see and hear and read,

and they are collectively creating images
for women which are outside the bound

aries^ of the received wisdom, images of

women as powerful, as human as individ

uals. Of woman as sisters, mothers,

daughters, wives heterosexuals, lesbians,

bisexuals. Images which do not reflect the

For all these

reasons and many more it is important
that women are seen and heard in the

media. And it is for these reasons again

that women are mostly not seen or heard

in the mainstream media — but are visib

le and articulate in alternative forums

such as Public Radio, radical newspapers

and public television. It is in these areas

that we are gaining the technical skills

to operate equipment, learning the basics

of lay-out and design, the mechanics of

tape decks and consoles, of cameras and

lighting. Working to demystify the myth

ology that technology is complex and

scientific and for boys only. Working at

translating the complex technological

jargon that has been invited solely to

keep technology in the hands of the

experts — where only the chosen have

access to the innermost secrets of the

god and a knowledge of the rituals.

desires or the insecurities of a male cult

ure. And they are not saying that they
have a monopoly on the truth, or that

they are the final authority box. They
are working within one of the most

powerful male strongholds in our society

in a manner which appalls most of their

male counterparts, women are working
within collectives, without hierarchies,

working at consensus, working at sharing

skills and with a philosophy that every

one should do some of the shitwork and

everyone should get some of the kudos.

Given all this, it is not surprising that

they are mostly perceived as evil, as les

bian ratbags, Marxist-feminist-separatist

anarchists. That their work is derided,

trivial ised or ignored. That they often

become exhausted, disillusioned, burnt

out or give it all up. But, mostly, they

continue, working in conditions that no

man would spit on, working for long

hours, under paid, the victims of enum

erable expectations, of political attack,

of unjust and irrational criticisms.

For we do all this because we believe,

and belief is a very sustaining emotion,
we believe mostly in ourselves, in other

women, in our right to define and de

scribe our own experiences, to control

our lives and to choose our own alter

natives. We believe in our right to ex

plode the media myths, to perceive our

society for what it is and what it is

doing to women, and mostly in our

right to share all this information with

other women and with men. We believe

in our ability to use technology for

?- purposes other than the control and

training of mass consciousness in a con

sumer society.

Undermining the God of technology
and changing the message of his son,

the Media, is no light undertaking and we

do it because it needs to be done, be

cause it is the kind of task that crazed

feminists like myself feel is important
and meaningful and involves a level of

politicisation that is beyond myself —

because I have the sustaining love of

my sisters, their belief, their humour and

their commitment — and because I really

believe that there is no closing date for

the getting of wisdom.

Kate McNamara

From
' The True Bird Grit'. Produced

and presented by Julia Church and

Alison Alder.

S^A book about Canberra women in the

§§|v
Arts 1982-83)
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WOMEN and SEXUALITY
boo® kev-oectjs &00& tuev-o&cos 1)00$, kev-oewg

Fifteen years after the rise of the new wave of the

Women's Movement, there has been a revival (much
needed and very refreshing) of discussion about women's

sexuality. One of the greatest strengths of the Move

ment in its early days was its emphasis on the notion

that 'the personal is political' The Women's Movement

insisted that what happened behind bedroom doors was

a political issue, ana arew attention to tne douoie

standard' which dictated what was acceptable sexual

behaviour for women and men. As well, the Movement

was a recognition of women's common experience of

oppression, as women, in all aspects of life — social,

political, economic, and sexual. Since then, numerous

books and articles have been written, drawing attention

to the existence of the power relation between the sexes,

the power that men have over women
— Kate Millett's

Sexual Politics and Shulamith Firestone's The Dialectic

of Sex are two of the early examples — and a more

diverse range of sexual practices began to be talked

about, and explored.

Lesbianism became a public issue, and many women

saw feminism as a linear development towards lesbian

ism — they rationalised that since women's
subordination was the result of men's dominance over

women —

social, political and economic — which was

manifest in sexual relations between the sexes, hither

to considered 'natural' this sexual relation, at least,

must be rejected, and sexual relations moved to a higher

plateau. This simplistic assertion became, for many

women, the solution to oppressive relationships with

husbands, or male lovers.

After this initial outburst of writings and discuss

ion about sexuality as a political issue, the Movement

slipped into an uncomfortable silence. After all, if

lesbianism was the revolutionary alternative, what

more needed to be said?

Thankfully, feminists have agaip started to question
the.nature of sexual relations, and sexual desires. Taking
up at the point where earlier theorists had left off, after

finding that, in practice, the answers provided by earlier

writers fell far short of the theory — relationships bet

ween women were not the easy solution they had

promised to be — there are now developing sophisticated

analyses of the social construction of our sexuality,

our desires, our pleasure. From here there is being under

taken an examination of Ihepower that exists in all relat

ionships, lesbian as well as heterosexual.

I intend to review four of the more recent works on

sexuality, which have been written in Britain and the

United States, all of which raise and discuss the issues

that are central to the new debates centering on wom

en's sexuality.

renca,tfe Dest'rv
The first is Female Desire: Women's Sexuality Today,

by Rosalind Coward. In the author's own words

'The aim of Female Desire is to examine how

presumptions about female pleasure and female

desire are shot through so many cultural practices

and to look at the way our desire is courted

even in our most everyday experiences as

women.'

Coward illustrates convincingly the connections be

tween women's socially constructed 'desires' — those

things that apparently or actually give us pleasure —

and the needs of capitalism to sell products: 'Pleasure

is this society's permanent Special Offer.'

The ideals that are offered to women, ideals of fut

ure perfection — of perfect homes, perfect bodies,

perfect relationships
— through the consumption of

products, serve only to maintain the status quo, mak

ing acceptable, even desirable, the things that within

this society, are most oppressive to women, while at tne

same time hiding or denying the possibility for change.
For example, the ideal of motherhood and the goal of

attaining a perfect home — clean, neat and tastefully

decorated — manage to disguise the fact that women

are made responsible for the bulk of domestic work

and childcare, which go unpaid and socially unrecog

nised as 'real work'. These ideals that are offered to us,

ideals that do not exist, except as photographic tech

niques in magazines or on television, or as elaborate

fantasies, act as a foil to the frustrations of everyday
life.

Female Desire looks at 'pleasure' in a variety of

different cultural forms — food, photographs, porno

graphy, royalty, men's bodies, relationships, fantasies

— and tries to analyse these apparent offers of pleas

ure, and the way in which these pleasures themselves are

controlled, stage managed. Coward argues that the repr

esentations of female desire and pleasure are not un

changing, universal or 'natural', but act to produce and

sustain the feminine position and male privilege.

The book, presented in the form of a series of short

essays, with graphics, is easy to read, and accessible.

Its challenge lies in the fact that it makes few conclus

ions in itself, allowing the reader to draw her own. After

reading it, it is impossible not to see once familiar ob-
'

jects and images in a new, and sinister light. ?

de-% & lov-v
Sex and Love: New Thoughts on Old Contradictions

is also a colle ction of essays, this time by a number of

different authors, edited and introduced by Sue Cart

ledge and Joanna Ryan. Like Female Desire, it also

addresses the question of the social construction of our

sexuality. Specifically, it concentrates upon sexual love

relationships, and the way emotions, desires and relat

ionships are themselves shaped by society. Some of the

essays question the importance and primacy given to

sexual relationships, others challenge the notion of

'falling in love' —

seeing in it a relinquishing or deny
ing of responsibility for having made choices. It also

examines how our choices are determined, to an ex

tent, by external factors. The essays also examine

feminist heterosexuality, and the power dynamics in

heterosexual relationships, but the essays on lesbian

relationships make it clear that those relationships
are also not devoid of a 'power dynamic'. Other
essays engage in debates about bisexual

ity, celibacy,
feminist 'moralism' and sex and childbirth.

The essays all, in some way, address themselves to

the question of the connection between sex, love,
and romance, in both lesbian and heterosexual relat

ionships. This collection can be seen as part of the

process of development in ideas about sexuality. It

brings an understanding of the notion of the 'social

construction of sexuality, and focusses on the

material and ideological influences acting upon us,andthe

mediation of these through the family and other inst

itutions. The articles are historical and personal acc

ounts of women, working thnoucfi and learning from the

contradictions that the authors have encountered in

their own sexual love relationships. Here lies the

book's importance, in trying to develop an analysis,
a theory of the connection between that very personal
area of our lives, and wider social structures, a conn- I

ection that has been little understood, despite the inter

est in 'personal polities' within the Women' Movement. .

The authors draw attention to the lack of language

through which women can talk about our sexuality
—

for most words that describe parts of our body are

eiher slang words ('cunt', 'tits') with derogatory

implications, or are clinical and sterile, the words

that describe what women do are passive rather than

active — confirming society's popular attitude that

'good girls don't', and condemning women who are

sexually active as 'promiscuous'; impounding women's

socially constructed role of passivity, and men's role

of sexual assertiveness. These discussions allude to the

difficulty of lesbian relationships, the lack of roles

by which women lovers can assert their sexual desires

and fantasies. ?

Desire -Tie Pontics 06

A similar work to Sex and Love from the United

States, is Desire: The Politics of Sexuality. Like Sex

and Love, it is a collection of essays, by a great var

iety of authors, female and male. It is edited by Ann

Snitow, Christine Stansel and Sharon Thompson. The

wssays highlight the political and theoretical issues be

hind different sexual practices, and, like Sex and Love,

raises issues such as the historical changes in the mean

ing of sex and the power of fantasy. The essays ill

ustrate how meanings attached to sexual behaviour

vary dramatically between cultures and in different

historical moments. It sees sexual practices as shaped /
|j

and affected by other social structures and |n relation
;

to other historical forces - the intervener* -^.of
the

j

state, men's power over women, divis»orii^',.'!.between i

races and classes. It also looks at how sexual identit

ies are constructed and how desire is structured, in

order to understand the meaning that sexual activity? Hv
j

and desire have in the lives of individuals.

Desire is a new attempt at sexual honesty. It exam

ines ideas about sex — as 'natural', as a refuge from

the harshness of other aspects of life, as 'instinctive' —

and investigates the relationship between patterns of

desire and fantasy, and the social institutions of sexual

relations. It questions the prescriptiveness of the slogan

'the personal is political', the narrow sexual 'reduct

ionism' inherent in the idea that desire in heterosexual

relationships is alwasy expressed in terms of dominance

or submission. As such, the book opens up new issues

of enquiry to feminists — whether desires of domin

ance and submission necessarily uphold the institution

. ? ? ? .
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of male dominance; whether we should try to under
stand what forces are at work in shaping our sexuality,

as it is expressed in these terms, or whether we should ;

merely try to suppress these desires as
'heretical',

if
j

and when they surface.
:

The contents of the book consists in fictional pieces -

— short stories and poetry — as well as more strictly
;

theoretical essays, all of which touch in some way ;

upon the questions that are central to the book's pur- j

pose. Interestingly, the introduction to the British :

edition of the book, which establishes the book's ;

major preoccupations, is written by Rosalind Cow-
;

ard, author of Female Desire. She draws attention to !

the similarities between Desire and Sex and Love.
:

UO-MH'Q' 7& P(HOei/

Coming to Power is the fourth book I reviewed. ;

It is subtitled Writings and Graphics on Lesbian

S/M (sadomasochism). Sadomasochism is defined

in the books's introduction as 'a form of eroticism

based on a consensual exchange of power' .
It is, I

think, a valuable contribution to the debates on

sexuality, and the issues raised within the debate,

which I have outlined in the article. This is because it

represents itself as the most diverse of sexual pract

ices. Not surprisingly, it is also the most controversial

both within and outside the Women's Movement. It

is, as yet, still very much a 'closet' issue, and is viewed

by many as 'anti-feminist'. It is, at one and the same

tie, a product of the dissatisfaction with the earlier

'answers' to the oppressive nature of heterosexual

relations, a reaction to feminist 'moralism' about *

heterosexual sex, and an initiator of the current de- *

bates.
^

S/M is a re-examination of our politics of sex and ^

power. It is a challenge to the emotional imbalances *

of power in relationships — both heterosexual and *

lesbian —
,

the unrealisable expectations many of us
^

have concerning 'love' relationships, from which pain ^
is the inevitable result (yes! even in lesbian ^

relationships). *

The theory of s/m recognises the hitherto unacknow- *

ledged power roles within lesbian relationships, in
^

practice, it attempts to work towards resolving the ^
imbalance. So far, so good. S/m lesbians look to sexual *

s/m — the acting out physically of 'top' and 'bottom'/ *

active and passive roles — as a way of working out and
^

dealing with power roles that are inherent in every ^

relationship. *

However, not everyone would automatically look *

to physical s/m as a release form, or a working out of *

these power roles that exist. Not should we . . . after
^

all, physical s/m raises further question that as yet ^

remain unanswered — why do we desire to give or A

receive pain (albeit consensual)? and why do we find this *

submission or dominance erotic? Physical s/m is not,

after all, a breaking away from the existence of power

in our sexuality as it is socially constructed within a

patriarchal society, it is simply another, more extreme

manifestation of power. Surely we need first to ask

why these roles exist, how it is that we fall into them,

and repeat them, over and over again?

The value of s/m as a theory and a practice is that it

opens up areas previously uncovered in the past fifteen

years since the beginning of the new Women's Move

ment, areas which 'are of great importance to the de

bates about sexuality today, as it is a more sophisticated

analysis of the power relations between people, the :

seemingly inescapable roles that we automatically take
j

on, when we enter into sexual love relationships.

Diane Hamer
:

fM^SEX
\ \ yj«/ Facts other sex books don't

dare discuss are plainly told in

l/h/yl
'Where Knowledge Means

Happiness.' Creates a new

Hp TUP Jka/ kind of married love. One
reader says:

contains more real informa -

\ QUJiO l ll/liij lion than all other sex books put
^ '

' '

together.
From ''Wh^e Knowledge Sent in plain cover, byre

Means HaPPmess turn mail, for $1.00, cash.
Copyright 1921 money order, check or stamps.

uOUNSELSERVICE, Dept. 50, 257 W. 71st St., New York

I— SEX KNOWLEDGE—
|

ILLUSTRATED

A cloth bound book for men and women

which gives you all the information neces

sary. Sent postpaid on receipt of $1.25.
Send for free circulars of our other

sex books.
WELFARE HOOK CO., 2004, 32 Tnton Square. X. 1 . 0.

*
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*
*

Indian Students' Association of Canberra *

*

presents
*

INDIAN NIGHT J
on Saturday, 20th October 1984 *

ANU Refectory, 7 pm J
*

Dinner, Indian Cultural items *

Door-prizes and Live Band ^
*

Cost: $9 members — $11 Non-members. *
*

Contact: Nandi (X4026) *

Gupta (X2850) *

Aswath (X 2623) J
Hari477 942 (ah) *

*

*
*
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EQUAL OPPORTUNITY UPDATE

Marian Sawer

By August a large part of the Univers

ity's EEO Program (as set out in the Rec

ommendations of Towards Equal

Opportunity) had been approved by
Council. Significant changes to person

nel practices, particularly in the area of

recruitment, selection and access to staff

development opportunities had been set

in train. Women were beginning to play

a more active role on university comm

ittees and more women were obtaining

information about the running of the

university. The establishment of AWE

Inspired, the newsletter of the Assoc

iation of Women Employees, has facilit

ated the sharing of information and the

empowerment of women. Because wo

men are usually excluded from the

informal networks which exist at all

middle management levels and above at

the university, we often lack vital

information about the organisation in
^

which we work.
j

The passage of the Sex Discriminat- ft

ion Act and the proximity of the Sex *

Discrimination Commissioner is also
1

making women more confident in claim

ing equality of opportunity. More

women are speaking out about being

automatically allocated domestic chores

or routine tasks while their male coll

eagues are placed in 'fast track' positions.

Women keyboard workers are demand

ing the right to a career structure and an

end to the automatic devaluing of

their skills.

Meanwhile many women at the Uni

versity are still trapped jin
the most

hazardous
, occupation devised by men

for women — word processing. The

University Health Service has now seen

176 cases of repetition strain injury,
almost wholly among women employ
ees, and 100 claims for compensation
have been lodged in twelve months. The

university has been providing assertion

training to help wornen to say no to un

reasonable demands — perhaps more

courses are needed for unreasonable
academics and users of women's

services.

The university has also leafletted

schools and colleges in the ACT and

Queanbeyan to encourage more girls to

think about non-traditional jobs at th

the university (see the picture below of

Sue Kennedy operating a lathe in the

RSPhysS workshop).
Movement is slower on the academic

side of the university
— only 6.5 per

cent of women employees are in academ

ic positions and the old emotional slog
.

ans of 'academic freedom', 'academic
-

excellence', and 'my wife' are still used

to sidetrack the identification of obstac

les to equal opportunity in the construct

ion of the curriculum, research priorities,

teaching, supervision, and academic

appointments and promotions. Women

undergraduates still cluster in the few

courses which illuminate their exper

ience, while other courses continue to

treat male experience as normative and

ignore feminist challenges to the old

androcentric paradigms. Women must

demand a curriculum which is more

relevant to our needs and which pres

ents a less biased view of the world.

Attrition rates for women entering

fourth year and postgraduate courses is

high, reflecting lack of encouragement

and ensuing low esteem, and the con

flicting demands made on women. Att

rition rates for women PhD graduates are

also very high
— the academic world

has little room for uppity women who

challenge the basis of existing knowledge.
The Sex Discrimination Commissioner,

Pam O'Neil, will be addressing a meeting
of the Association of Women Employees
on Monday 8 October in the Coombs

Lecture Theatre at 12.30pm. She will be

talking about the first two months'

operation of the Sex Discrimination

Act and how to use it. All women are

welcome to attend.
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Jobs for the GIRLS!
Eight years ago, a report was published called 'The

Role of Women in the Australian National University'.
It v/as more familiarly known as the Bramley-Ward Re

port, after its authors Gwenda Bramley and Marion Ward.
It may have generated some change but lost momentum,
there being no group of interested persons powerful
enough to overcome the determintion of the administrat

ion to maintain the status quo.

By 1983 however, the world had changed enough even

,to attrach attention of senior academics and university
bureaucrats. The impending Anti-Sexism legislation of

the Labor Government was both a cause and a result of
a political climate in which institutionalized discriminat

ion, such as that found at ANU, was regarded as a poor
show. Accordingly, Dr Marion Sawer

j
from the Political

Science Department, was appointed to a consultancy with

the University, charged with preparing a report from the
Vice-Chancellor which would review current employment
practices and make recommendations for an Equal Em

ployment Opportunity (EEO) program.
Dr Sawer found that

43.5% of the University's employees were female

(1 Dec. 1983), but that they were mostly 'support'
rather than academic staff.

Distribution of ANU Workforce
All Employees Women Employees

Academic 30.7 6.5

General 69.3 93.5

100.0 100.0
* that 'women are

. . . more likely than their male

colleagues to be employed on a part-time or casual

basis and less likely to have the security of contining

opportunities. Women are generally absent from the
decision -making bodies of the University and do not

have a voice in decisions affecting their employment'.

* In November 1983 there were only three women

among the 253 top salary earners.

* that only 2.17% of female academics in the

Institute of Advanced Studies were female.
* and that only 2.7% of professors, 9.7% of

associate professors/readers, 8.4% of senior

lecturers and 24.7% of lecturers were female.

In these regards, clear indications of systemic discrim

ination, the ANU performs badly, even by Australian

standards. Such discrimination, even when the net eff

ect can be shown is often difficult to pinpoint. Peter

Wilenski described it in 1977 as

'

Discrimination ... is not always a matter of indiv

idual bigotry or conscious intent. Nor is it always
overt. Prejudices may, especially if they remain

unchallenged, be incorporated in rules, standard

procedures and criteria of eligibility, both written -

and unwritten. They thus become institutionalized;

their origins in time obscured or forgotten. The

rules and procedures may outlive the attitudes

which produced them but continue to be widely
accepted so long as they are applied impartially
and universally. This appearance of impartiality
or neutrality may obscure the fact that they affect

members of different groups differently, offering

advantage to some and handicapping others.

These rules and practices, sanctioned by custom

and familiarity, are frequently not recognized as

discriminatory by those who perpetuate them or

by those affected. This form of discrimination is

referred to as systemic in indirect.

It is a form of discrimination not easily proven
and cannot be readily identified by scrutiny of

individual cases. Its existence is revealed in stat

istical data. It is reflected for example, in differ

ential patterns in employment between men and

women and characterized by rules or criteria for

recruitment, selection or promotion, which are

not directly related to the requirements of the job.

Dr Sawer lists a phenomenon known as 'homosocial

reproduction' as a contributing factor to systemic
discrimination.

There is an extensive body of organisational liter

ature documenting the process known as 'homo

social reproduction' (e.g. Kanter, 1977; Alvarez

and Lutterman, 1979; Burton, 1983).
Homosocial reproduction, or recruitment in

one's own image, is a fact of organisational life.

Individuals may fulfil the formal criteria for a post
ition, but be excluded because they do not share the

social characteristics of those within the organisat
ion. It- is this sharing of characteristics, or social

similiarity, which facilitates mutual recognition and

trust. Trust includes, mutual understanding, the shar

ing of values and predictability of response. To sel

ect on the basis of social homogeneity means to

prefer social certainty over the strains of dealing

with people who are different and whose responses
cannot be predicted (Kanter, 1977: 47-68).

The more senior the position within the organis
ation the more important are informal or intangible

criteria. Senior members of the organisation will

tend to groom their likely successors and select

those with whom they communicate easily, wh9se
behaviour is predictable to them, and who can be

relied upon to share the values of top management

(Kanter, 1977: 59-68; Deacon, 1983: 176). Kanter

found that women within organisations were placed
in the category of the incomprehensible and un

predictable. Men were uncertain how to deal with

women and found that communicating with them

took more time and that they were difficult to

understand (cf 4.7).

The tendency to homosocial reproduction
supports the status quo and disadvantages women

and other groups who are discernibly different

from the dominant group within the organisation,

and who may represent a challenge to the values of

the dominant group. As one of the respondents to

the Bramley-Ward survey remarked:

Any non-comformity is clearly out, and to be

a woman is automatically not to conform.

(Bramley and Ward, 1976:46)

Mutual recognition based on social similarity is

reinforced through the operation of informal

networking. Mutual recognition and networking
are important ingredients in the concepts of

'merit' or 'academic standing'. These concepts,
which are frequently reified as absolute stand

ards are in fact social constructs which derive from

relatively closed networks. Nonetheless the con

cepts of merit, academic standing or reputation are

frequently clung to with great conviction. In one

such case at an Australian university a male had

been appointed over a female on the grounds of

international standing. On subsequent investigation

it was found that the female concerned was cited

three times as frequently as the male in internation

al refereed journals. Those involved were convinced

that the decision had been on the basis of 'merit'.

The belief that women are less meritorious than

men relates to the whole process of socialisation.

Studies of schools and colleges have shown that

both boys and girls and their teachers regard boys
as brighter and more worthy of attention, regard
less of objective evidence. The same piece of work

will be assessed as impressive if male authorship
is assumed, mediocre if female authorship is assum

ed (Goldberg, 1976). In a survey of women

academics at the ANU conducted in December

1983, 37.7 per cent of respondents indicated

their belief that they had not been given the same

encouragement as male students to pursue post
graduate studies and that this situation still held

true for women students in their schools or facult

ies (see AWE Working Party Report, Table 4.1).

It is difficult to know where to start combatting such a

system. When the University was presented with Dr Saw

er's report in March 1984, it received not only statistical

proof of its inadequate performance and not only a lucid

and fascinating exposition of the problem but also 82

recommendations which combined to form a comprehen
sive base from which to begin the eradication process.

These recommendations dealt with an EEO Policy

Statement, an EEO Officer and committee, fractional

full-time appointments, Staff Training and Development,

Maternity and other Leave, Childcare, Promotion,
Research staff, Clerical and Keyboard staff, Duty State

ments. Classification Procedures, Job Rotation, non

traditional occupations, Cleaning Staff, Employment o

of Aborigines, Representation of Women on decision- .

making bodies, Sexual Harassment, Curriculum and sex

ist language.

At its April meeting, the University Council launched

the complex business of referral to committee for ad

vice and recommendation, despatching recommendat

ions to far-flung corners of the campus. Departments,
Faculties and the Boards (of the Faculties and of the

Institute), Staff associations, university officers and

students all considered the matter, debated it and passed
it back. The process was 'concluded' in August when

most matters passed through Council for the last time.

Though many recommendations were watered down and

a few were rejected, most of those supporting the intro

duction of EEO were pleased at the outcome. The

University has agreed to be one of three post-school

institutions participating in the Government's EEO pilot

program. It has agreed to employ an EEO Officer and to

implement a wide range of procedures which will impr
ove opportunities for all women employees. This

pleasure however is tempered by a recognition that

what has been already a long and arduous struggle is

only beginning. Eager as ANU heavies have been to ac

commodate themselves to pressure from the Labor

Government, any steps further forward will have to be

wrung like blood from a stone.

This is particularly the

case if gains are to be consolidated in the academic

sphere, where there is still an enormous reluctance to

'interfere' (Objective selection criteria, for example, is

an industrial right available to general staff but

strangely considered not applicable to academics.)
Those recommendations which fared worst generally
foundered on the rock of 'academic autonomy'.

Fortunately the Sawer Report has an ally sorely
missed by Bramley-Ward: the Association of Women

Employees. Formed in late 1983, AWE's objectives
include the following,

(i) to promote the investigation, and elimin

ation, of all forms of discrimination

against women in the ANU ;

(ii) to seek provision of equal employment
opportunity for women in the ANU ;

(iii) to monitor the implementation of equal
employment opportunity initiatives in the

ANU,
(iv) to improve the status of women in the ANU ;

and

(v) to promote the study and discussion of

issues affecting women within the ANU.

AWE, as reported in the July edition of its journal,
'AWE Inspired' 'is keeping a watchful eye on the ways
in which the recommendations in the Sawer ....

Report [is] being discussed and implemented.' .
Female students, too, should perform such a task.

We, too, suffer from systemic discrimination (see the
next edition of Woroni). And all members of the Uni

versity community should remember, in the words of
Gwenda Bramley, that EEO is 'a matter

. . . beyond
'women only' . . [but] a matter of justice for people,
for an improved quality of life so that both men and
women might become complete human beings'.

Marian Sawer's report, Towards Equal Opportunity,
which includes the Report of the Working Party of
the Association of Women Employees, is available at

the Co-op Bookshop.
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ANU:

EQUALEMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITY

Lesley Maxwell

Senior Technical Officer. ANU

; Electron microscopy has so many

interesting applications in hospitals and

universities that it makes for an extremely

interesting career. Although I have been in

this field for a number of years, new

dimensions are always opening up
—

making the job very stimulating. General

introductory courses are

available at Bruce TAFE.'

Kath Wellman

Curator of Grounds, ANU

'Forestry was different outdoors, and led to a

profession, that's why I chose it. I revelled in

it but was somewhat stifled by the necessity

to live in isolated country towns.

Forestry led me to landscape architecture,

a natural progression as both depended on a

basic understanding of land management.
Landscape architecture offered design, an

integration of the arts and sciences. It also

offered a degree of flexibility in employment I

have found it demanding, stressful but

rewarding.
A bachelor's degree in landscape

architecture is offered at CCAE.'

Sue Kennedy
Trainee Technical Officer, ANU

1 find working in a technical position in

mechanical engineering rewarding and

satisfying. Although this area is traditionally

male-dominated, there are many career

opportunities for women. If school leavers

have any interest in metal work, drafting,

drawing, etc they should give serious
consideration to what this field offers. My
training includes design, drafting, fitting,

machining and welding.'

. __

MONEY
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Feminism and sexism are two words

which held little meaning for me until my

first year at Uni in 1982. During that

year, however, I gradually realised how

important the issue of sexism is, not only
in talking about rape or job discrimin

ation but all the time.

Allegations about socialization and

the use of sexist terminology have gone,

for me, from being hard to believe to

blatantly obvious. It stands to reason,

for instance, that if an unknown third

person is always referred to as 'he',

the (she/he/it) will automatically be

pictured as a male — and why should that

be the case? However, people will con

tinue to use 'he' until someone comes up
with an easv alternative. Blatant sexism

should be obvious to anyone and offends

a number of men as well as (hopefully)
the majority of women

—

at least at Uni,
where no-one has any excuse for ignor
ance. The big problem for some of us,

though, is when to distinguish between

being equal and being the same.

An example of this is the idea being
introduced into South Australian primary
schools to make females compete against

and with males in sport, with the intent

ion that it will eventually spread to

secondary level as well. There are two

ways of looking at this:

It is making the assumption that fe

males are physically in no way inferior to

males. Perhaps the result will be a new

generation of women who, having always
trained and competed with men in the

same sports are truly equal.
It may, however, have the opposite

effect. Traditionally women do not com

pete against men. They are generallv

not as fast or strong. If pre-school age
girls cannot be socialized into perform
ing as well as their male counterparts in

sporting activities they may be made to
feel socially inferior by the new scheme.
After a short time of facing constant

defeat, females may fail to rise to the

challenge altogether.
If the scheme is a failure it will only

prove that males are on the whole

physically stronger than women. And we

all know that physical differences (handi
caps, skin colour etc. included) don't

count
—

or shouldn't anyway. But if

women are irrevocably different from

men, what other significance does this
have? We have different hormones — we

are usually clearly distinguishable and
there are the obvious differences in the

reproductive system. Surely whether men

and women are equal or not (and we are

equal, there is no doubt) it is inevitable
that there are more than just physical
differences? Or is the idea that we

are progressing gradually from a state
where we were quite different to
one where we will actually be the same,

i.e. one race of 'masculine' females or

childbearing males??

Surely to have true equality it is not

necessary to share everything — to have
equivalent rather thaiidentical roles. I

believe that, drastic alternatives to soc
ialization and education could cause a

major change in the roles of men and
women ana who knows? perhaps this
may affect us at a genetic level.

But why force us into the same

role? While I desire equality in society
in the sense that being a woman does
not make me intellectually inferior, I do
not regret being born a female and in

many respects, I believe it's important
to cherish the differences. tT ^ t.Heather B.
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SUSAN RYAN ADDRESS TO THE SUB-PRESS CLUB

FEMINISM AND EDUCATION

Regular attenders of the Sub-Press Club lunchtime

meetings will no doubt have noticed the gradually in

creasing audience, including participants in the gallery;
those enjoying the canned Knotholes meals, and the

now sizable press-contingent, (complete with glaring

lights and eager Woroni corp). They will also have not

iced that flattering, (but oh so boring) remarks of the

regular introduction. Amongst this gathering the

Right Honourable Senator Susan Ryan was to appear
on Tuesday 18 September to discuss, 'Feminism and

Education'.
As it turned out, she did appear, smiling and enthus

iastic, to assure us of her credentials as an ANU MA

graduate, and to explain (as rapidly as possible in no

more than 15 speech-writer minute words) how and

why the Australian Labor Party since 1980 has att

racted a large female vote, and will continue to do so.

Credit should also be given to the intrepid interogators,
who plied Ryan with questions, (many of which also had

small connection with 'Feminism and Education') at

the conclusion of the speech.

Ryan commenced by describing the pre-1980 female

electorate as traditionally predominantly non-ALP
voters. This she attributed to its masculine image and

policies. Now, she believes the ALP to have equal appeal
to men and women, and that there is a 'close connect

ion', between women's votes and the 198*3 ALP victory.

Ryan attributes this changed perception of the ALP by
women to the growth of feminism, and a deliberate

change of emphasis, accompanied by 'hard work'

within the ALP. Thus, many women who were first

time voters and voted Labor, and others who changed
their vote to the ALP did so in response to explicit

policies. These included the discussion of the Affirmat

ive Action Programme for women from 1981 and the

announcement of a 'Women's Nationaf Policy', in

1982.

According to Ryan, the ALP recognised the need to

involve women in 'the decision-making process'.', and

she regards it as a considerable achievement to now have

13 ALP women in parliament (out of a total of 19 wom

en parliamentarians).

Come the next election, Ryan assures us that, 'wom-

en will vote on the ALP record,' — that is, one of

implementation of promises. These include the intro

duction of anti-sex discrimination legislation, the
'

Affirmative Action Programme (of which the ANU is

one of the pilot participants), and, 'an on-going comm

itment
'

to greater access for women to higher educat

ion, training, and employment opportunites.

At the end of her speech, Ryan faced the inequities

and problems that women still encounter. She noted

that only ten percent of seats in parliament are held by
women, and an even tinier percentage of official

positions. 'Women,
'

she said, 'are still segregated into

female ghettoes in the workforce,' and that a larger

percentage of the unemployed are women than men. She j

concluded with a glance into the crystal ball — and es- 1
estimated that in the next ALP government, women B
would hold thirty , seats (17 in the Senate, 13 in the ?

House), a point which the ABC was quick to pick up

on and report on that night's television news.

Ryan met question-time with a no doubt much pract
ised cool. Questions touched on a variety of issues of

significance, to students. They first drew Ryan's att

ention to the problems of college residences — in part

icular a funding cut from the end of 1986 which, will

affect 16,000 residents around Australia. In answer to

the questions, 'Are college residents an elite?' and

'What will the cut-money be used for?' Ryan respond
ed that poorer students cannot afford to stay in coll

eges, and that the money would be used in a scheme

to benefit all students in their accommodation needs.

This would take the form of an emergency loan fund,

which any student could apply for. This would be a

'fairer use' of the money available.

The second question concerned the provision of

child-care on campus
— which it was pointed out was

essential for many women to be able to participate in

university education. Ryan muttered about 'new

guidelines' appearing and that she believed there should

be a combination of subsidized and non-subsidized

places for children on campus; academic staff and

tutors to pay fortheir children's places.
A question was asked about the Affirmative Action

programme in which ANU is participating. Ryan re

sponded that the ALP hopes to use the programme as

a pilot for legislation to be drafted in a year's time. It

is to be a trial period to discover the expectations of

those involved, including employers. A further question

on this topic asked had the pilot scheme met opposit
ion? The answer was 'yes', in the form of the 'Queen
Bee Syndrome?' This is something that Leonie Kramer

suffers from. Ryan noted that it afflicts women who

have 'succeeded' in our society, and who then cannot

see that there is 'a problem for those who don't break

out of stereotypes.' She continued, 'that it is coincid
ence and good luck that produces the Ryans of this

world.' Practical objections to the scheme have been

received from administrators who cannot see how the

scheme will work. Ryan's response to that is: 'It

shouldn't be beyond them to give opportunities to

women, that they've been giving to men for centuries.'

To the raising of a rumour of the re-introduction of

tertiary fees, Ryan countered that despite the fact

that the ALP had no intention of doing so, some people,

like Max Walsh insist on talking about it. She believes

that he has every right to do so, but that students

should firmly rebut his suggestions.

It was Dr Jim Cairns who raised the point that many

Australians, 'feel that the country would be a lot safer

if we had nothing to do with uranium and US bases.'

Cairns asked, 'Is there a choice between the parties?'

Diplomatic as ever, Ryan answered this with a great

deal of caution, saying that there was a 'difference of

approach' between the ALP and conservatives, in the

weight given to views put forward, and the way quest
ions are dealt with. 'The ALP she sees as 'pursuing
disarmament and committed to peace.' This is ex

pressed in its policies disallowing unqualified uranium

mining, and the ban on exports of uranium to France,
whilst it continues nuclear testing in the Pacific. How

ever, Ryan added that there is a 'need to find more

effective ways of pursuing the ALP objectives,' and

that the ALP, 'welcomed critical views pushing them in

the right direction.'

A final question was fielded as to the relative emphas
is given to needs of mature-age students vs. school

leavers. Ryan answered that there was no emphasis
but a policy to meet the 'area of greatest need'. That,
she feels is now amongst school-leavers, due to the de

cline in their numbers entering higher education, and

instead of joining the workforce transferring to unem

ployment. During the same period, Ryan said that

there has been 'a great rise in the participation of

mature-age students.'

Ryan's speech, and handling of questions showed

that in intention, she is not a Queen Bee. She is

presently one of Australia's most prominent polit

icians,
a member of the Hawke Cabinet, and Minister

for Education. She a'ppears also to have gained this

position with less emphasis on morning tea and cook

ery book electioneering than is the case for the Mem

ber for Canberra.

Yet Ryan demonstrated to the Sub-Press Club a

pragmatic faith in reform as an avenue for the changes

necessary in society before it will be possible for a

significant number of women to share the status she

enjoys. The Sub-Press Club should be applauded for

finding interesting, even challenging speakers
- and

for providing a forum in which students and staff may

join.

Miranda Korzy
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fun,films,&courses at C Y S S 9's Day
COMMUNITY YOUTH SUPPORT

SCHEME

This scheme is a government funded

body, which provides activities/resources/

space for young people not engaged in

paid work. CYSS schemes are just an

other government response to high youth

unemployment.
During the seven years of CYSS's oper

ation it has become apparent that the

scheme caters for the needs of young

men, rather than young women.

One of the most glaring reasons for

this imbalance is that men regard the

public arena as their domain, whereas

women not engaged in paid work, are

relegated to the private sphere, and do

not perceive themselves as 'unemployed'

as they have other roles which regulate

their lives — mother, childminder, house

keeper.

Subsequently in CYSS schemes, males

have traditionally dominated the space.

They articulate their demands loudly

and more proscriptively than women,

which results in the needs of young

women not being considered.

Women tend to use CYSS centres

for a specific reason and then leave,

whereas males tend to use the space

as a 'drop in' centre. This serves to

compound the males' territorial poss

essiveness about the centre.

The three CYSS centres in the

ACT, Belconnen, Civic and Woden

all suffer from the problems men

tioned, and all are tackling them in

their own way.

All CYSS centres are aware of the

problems associated with establishing

effective women's groups in CYSS.

So I do not intend to to concen

trate on the difficulties associated

with this arena, but rather speak of

the more successful efforts at bringing

women to CYSS.

During the later half of 1984, Bel

connen CYSS's women's group has had

some interesting results. Monday is

women's day at Belconnen CYSS, at

which time the centre is closed to

males who use the centre, in an effort

to create space for women by posit

ively discriminating for them.

So Monday has become a day in

which women control the space. The

schedule for the day is very flexible.

Usually we watch films — concerning

women's health, unemployment, sex

ual harassment, rape . .
. then sit

around, chatting and indulging in

women's tea parties. We intend to start

a home maintenance course, a women's

and computer course. .

The positive spinoff from women's

days, is that women now regularly use

the centre, so almost every day is effect

ively a women's day!
Belconnen CYSS also runs a women's

self defence course — but that's now near

completion. The scheme also organizes

free childcare for women responsible

for children.

The most important point from all

this is that CYSS centres are to be

used — They are a resource for people
not engaged in paid work, so money for

activities, equipment, materials or a space
to talk. CYSS schemes are all these.

All three CYSS schemes in the ACT

employ women project officers; and all

wish to involve women in their

activities.

So — a plea to all women — If you
want to learn a new

skill, watch a film
— eat good food — do almost anything —

visit a CYSS scheme.

Louise at Belconnen CYSS 51 2852

The Foundry, Civic 4-7 5$lS
Woden CYSS fcl I70 Z
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LAW & SCIENCE CLASH OVER LUNCH
******* dr eric aag/zusson at we anm sms-press cm ******

After such illustrious and eloquent
speakers as David Coombe, Al Grassby
and Jim Cairns, the ANU Sub-Press
Club entertained us over lunch on Tues

day 21 August with the closer to home

talents of Dr Eric Magnusson, a Fellow

of our very own Research School of

Chemistry.
Dr Magnusson spoke on the present

ation of scientific evidence in criminal

trials,
or more correctly, the question

of the capacity of our legal system, based

as it is upon a method of verdict by a

jury comprised of men and women who

are unlikely to have any scientific train

ing, to deal with evidence of a scientific

nature. With the release last month of

Edward Splatt and the continued public

ity involving the Chamberlain trial, this

has become an issue of contention
which has recently received much

publicity.

As Dr Magnusson reminded us, Splatt

had served six years of a sentence for the

murder of a 78 year old pensioner when a

Royal Commission overturned the con

viction earlier this year and declared him

innocent of the crime. The evidence by
which he had been convicted was cir

cumstantial, revolving primarily

around the discovery of paint dust found

on his clothes which was said to match
that on a window of the victim's house,

yet like the much publicized blood dis

covered under the dashboard of the

Chamberlain car twelve months after the

disappearance of Azaria, it was evidence
which a jury found sufficiently

convincing to decide on a verdict of guilt.

Dr Magnusson saw the danger of pre

senting a jury with scientific evidence as

what he described as the influence of the

'hallowed word of the expert', whereby
scientific technicians present evidence to

a court, which will be accepted without

question by a jury because they are

speaking on a subject on which they are

reputedly experts and the jury will likely
have no knowledge at all. But, in fact

scientific evidence can be only circumst

antial in that it is usually of a type which

would incriminate any number of people

standing in the defendant's place. A sam

ple of semen or blood collected from the

victim of a rape, for example may show

that the attacker was of a matching sem

en or blood type with the man being

tried, but it will not be unique to him

alone. Such evidence can only support
the prosecution case, therefore, but it is

often taken to have proved it.

Defence against scientific evidence is

difficult, chiefly because forensic tests are

carried out under police (and therefore

prosecution) authority to which the de

fence has no access. Dr Magnusson said

that, even though questionable methods

may be employed in such tests, they are

often destroyed after a report has been

made for the prosecution case, so it be

comes impossible to check the results. This

was so with the tests of the Chamberlain
dashboard blood, for example, which the

prosecution report presented in the trial

said had shown that the blood was of

human foetal origin. Yet it has since

become apparent that the tests did not

conclusively prove that the blood could
not have been that of a human adult or

even of a sheep.

There is also the danger, according to

Dr Magnusson, particularly when the

defence presents 'experts' of their own

to dispute the claims of those of the pro

secution that scientific evidence may be

coe so highly technical that the jury may

not understand what is being said at all,

as some of the jurors responsible for the

Splatt conviction now admit was in fact

so in that case. This being so, surely the

efficiency of our trial-by-jury system,

when faced with scientific evidence is

extremely questionable. Dr Magnusson,

on the subject, said something about

comparison with legal methods employed
in the good old days, and also of a highly ;

scientific nature, such as trial by water.

As he pointed out, somewhere between

now and then, someone must have inst

igated reform because they thought that

there must be a better way of doing

things.

The ANU Sub-Press Club meets per

iodically on Tuesdays at 12 noon in

Knotholes Bar. $5 will get you in as a

student to a two-course repast of usually

quite reasonable food followed by
coffee. If you really are a bona fide

poverty ridden student and you feel

that you can't afford to blow your

meagre pennies on such an extravag
ance as food (or if mixing it with pol
itics always gives you indigestion), but

you still want to be in for the enter

tainment, gallery seats are availble

for $2.

Lunch is usually served around

12.30 with the speaker doing his, or

her, bit including question time, from

one o' clockto about two.

Rozalyn Daniell
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SRC a generation 390
A couple of . nights ago, I was leafing

through a box of sheet music finding
such things as the Canberra-composed
Musical The Sentimental Bloke', a song

called 'Swing Me Higher/Obadiah.' and a

hand copied version of 'Daddy' signed by
my grandmother and dated 16 July. 1897.

iiieii 1 iuuiiu (Jdyeb o ciiiu t ui an

edition of 'Woroni' dated somewhere

between 18.5.57 and 12.6.57.

I wonder whether this single sheet of

Gestetnered yellowing foolscap is the

only one still left in existence? I wonder

whether it deserves to survive another

27 years.

The sheet contains four letters to the

editor and two advertisements. The Ads

are for a moot to be held by the Canberra

University Law Society on June 23 at 7.30
in the Law Library and for a General

Meeting of the Canberra University Coll

ege Students' Association for June 12 at

8.30. No indication is given as to the sub

ject of the moot (although I do recall one

when a corporation was charged with

murder) or the matters to be considered
at the General Meeting.

Some indication of the types of motion

likely to be discussed can be gained from
the longest letter on my sheet. It is signed «

'Fiori' (a name that may still be familiar

to law students) and says in essence that

the Students Association should not have
wasted its time at the 1957 AGM consider

ing a motion which condemned an aspect

of African apartheid, but should instead

'concentrate on finding remedies for

genuine student grievances and on imple
menting constructive student suggestions'.

A brief reply by Chris Masterman dis

agreed and a letter from Alan Landgren
asserted that an AGM is not the place for

a student to parade their achievements and

'indulge one's narcissus complex'. For

the life of me I cannot recall the occasion

to which this referred.

The fourth letter, signed 'Servus Pub
licus' protested against the Psycholoav

Department researching the attitudes of
Public Servants to the Public Service. As

well as reflecting the fact that 99.9 percent
of students in 1957 were in the Public'

Service, this letter alleges that Public

Servants do not possess attitudes and that

the results of psychology experiments
should be kept secret.

Well, there you have it. I feel a little sad

that such a momentous find should have so

little material of lasting worth recorded

or have similar things been said lately, i

wonder? I did hunt for any more remain

ing sheets of 'Woroni' but found none. I

know I would have had them at one stage

because I was a full-time student at the

Canberra University College at a time when
it fitted into less than the whole of the

Turner Migrant Hostel. At various stages of

my career, I was Secretary and VicePresid
ent of the SRC and also a kind of Assist

ant Editor of *Woroni'. The latter post
meant that you wrote a bit, typed a bit

and drew a few squiggles on stencils to

decorate the spaces. Then you carried

the stencils and the SRC.s paper over the

machine in the Pol Sci Dept and ran off

300 or so copies. (If you were very clever

you did not jam a sheet in the sticky black

machine for the staff to fix in the morning)
then of course you were involved with ass

embly and distribution. I might add that

none of us were paid for our efforts —

how 'Woroni' has improved.
The uni in our day was, I think, quiet

and conservative. The student body was

small and comprised mostly of part-timers

with little time for student politics or

interest in radical ideas. But we weren't

dull and we weren't lacking in academic

challenges and mental stimulation. The

staff included some very famous names.

E.g. Manning Clark, A.D. Hope, Leonie

Kramer, Fin Crisp and John Fleming to

name a few. You didn't take your studies

lightly when you worked with people of

their call ibre.

During my years a the uni a number of

changes took place. The ANU was founded

as a post-graduate institution and it slowly
became apparent that the C.U.C. would

have to join it as its undergraduate wing.
We called it a shot-gun wedding and worr

ied that we would be swamped by the

heavies in the research schools. Also

Canberra was growing and more students

were prepared to stay in Canberra for

their university education. The growth in

the full-time body which resulted was of

great benefit to campus life.

There was no student representative

on Council but the Principal, Professor

Burton and Secretary Mr Theo Keith

would receive deputations. On occasion

the Council would ask for student views
on various matters. Of course the student

and staff Common Rooms were only sep

arated by a third room in which we all

had our morning and afternoon tea and

played table tennis, so there was a degree
of fraternisation.

In the Law School, the students cond

ucted a study of subjects taught and

teaching methods in all Australian and

N.Z. universities and made, we thought, ;

a real contribution to the development
of the school. Even today the ANU Law

School is very highly regarded.

Well, it's all a long time ago and I have

enjoyed reminiscing. There's another gen

eration of students in charge now and I

wonder how many people reading this

will remember the names and events I

have mentioned. Anyone else with 1957

editions of 'Woroni' to exchange can

contact the writer through the present
editor.

Joan Thomson Pratt
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WOMEN .

HI6TODY ?
A PLEA FOR WOMEN'S HISTORY

. . every socialist recognises the exploitation of

the workman by the capitalist and cannot under

stand that others, and especially the capitalists

themselves fail to recognise it also; but the same

socialist often does not recognise the exploitation of

women by men because the question touches his own

dear self more or less nearly.'

A. Bebel. Women in the Past, Present and Future

The subject of this article, long resting at the back of

my mind, was finally prompted by a conversation with a

(male) socialist friend, over an ostensibly innocuous cup

of coffee in the Refectory a few days ago. We got into a

heated argument about the nature of the 'revolution'

(if and when it ever, eventuates) and the much debated
issue (among feminists at least) of the role of feminism

within that revolution. Our argument primarily concern

ed the question whether there must be a separate femin
ist revolution, aligned with, but autonomous of, and

NOT subsumed under the socialist 'workers' revolution',

or whether our task, as women, would be to play the

role in which we have always been cast previously
—

knitting socks and making Red Cross parcels for the

'real revolutionaries' — on the sidelines of revolutions,

and of history. I personally believe that our (women's)
interests are most closely represented by the former
view. A brief look at women's place in previous histor

ical analyses will serve as a warning, and an illustration of

the danger of letting the 'menfolk' run the revolutions,

and write the histories.

While class, as a social construct and a tool of histor

ical analysis, is obvious to, and accepted by most histor

ians, gender is all too often ignored — considered 'natu

al', gender differentiation is disregarded as trarishistorial

and therefore not worthy of analysis. However, gender

(as opposed to sex, which is a biological difference be
tween female and male according to their reproductive

capacities) is a social, and not a 'natural' division. As a

social construct it is the means by which men (the dom

inant gender) oppress women. The relationship between

the two sexes has a place in the historical process akin to

class struggle. The plea of Natalie Zemon Davis, that

gender become second nature to the historians, as class is

now, is one that cannot be too oft repeated.

Previous histories (socialist
ones included), because of

this deficiency in historical analysis, have fallen short of
their purpose

— that is, to study, periods of upheaval *

and/or social change with a view to the progress of hum

anity (rather than ww/ikind). Activities and social chang
es previously considered worthy of historical study, are

largely defined by men and, in the main, concern only
men. Women are notable only for their absences. Wom

en's participation is apparently negligible, not worthy of

note; or worse, assumed to be the same as men. Those

women do make the pages of history books are except
ions who prove the rule.

If you doubt the truth of this pick up any history

book — it will include a token paragraph on women
(if

you're lucky), or it will blithely assume that historical

happenings affected women in the same way as men (the

use oT the term 'man' to embrace both sexes is a key
factor in constructing the invisibility of women) but

this is not the case. Traditional periods of progress for

mankind seem to be, as a general rule, regressvie for one,

half of the population who, whether connected to the

oppressed or oppre'ssing classes, are all oppressed as a

gender (though the nature of oppression differs accord

ing to class placement). Joan Kelly -Gadol's essay, 'Did

Women Have A Renaissance?' (in Bridenthal and

Koonz, Becoming Visible ) might provoke not only
thought, but a reinterpretation of such a 'progessive'

period in history.

My point is that, as historians, it is simpiy not good

enough to take traditionally accepted periods of history,

such as the French Revolution, the industrial revolut

ion, or the Russian Revolution, and study them as

merely motivated by the dynamic of class struggle.

Gender struggle too is a motive force in history. It is

the historian.s task to discover how this force works,

why the oppression of women takes place in contemp

orary, and previous societies, and how women have

been fighting back. Unless this is done, it is not corr

ect to call yourself an historian of humanity (though

possible of mflwkind). What may be necessary is a

re-periodisation of history, a rejection (or certainly,

at least a reassessment) of traditional periods of

historical study, and an adoption of new ones. For ex

ample, it may be as valid to study the effects of the

introduction of the Pill onto the popular market, as it

has been to study the abovementioned revolutions.

'Women, in the home and family and in the workforce,

'do NOT form a static backdrop to the 'real' happen

ings of history
— they were actors in it too, though

sometimes in different ways from men: and the family

(typically a woman's primary place of activity) is not

an unchanging, 'natural' (and thus unhistorical) structure;

it is one means by which women have been (and still

^re) oppressed, and is susceptible to social change, as is

any institution within society that upholds the existing

system of power.

Diane Hamer

NEWSPAPER

CLIPPING SERVICE
FOR A THOROUGH AND RELIABLE

NEWSPAPER CLIPPING SERVICE ON ANY SUBJECT

(INCLUDING SITUATIONS VACANT)
FOR THE FOLLOWING NEWSPAPERS:

|

The Adelaide Advertizer The Age
The Courier Mail The Australian

The Mercury The Sydney Morning Herald

The West Australian The Canberra Times

The Financial Review. The National Times

For $10 a month (negotiable)

Ring Andrew on 633 430
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What are the WOMEN'S Archives?

Women's Archives consists of a collect

ive of women working to help keep wom

en's past alive and thriving. We've been

collecting material, holding exhibitions,

helping to recreate herstory for the last

two years. Our collective is open to all

women who want to preserve the history

of all women's lives. We are based near

the Women's Studies Department in the

Haydon Allen Building and welcome

all visitors, browsers and of course

researchers!

At the moment all the work is volunt

ary but we hope to be finding funding

soon. We are putting out a quarterly

newsletter, collecting all the material

that continues to come in (we have had

a great response from all over Australia)

and generally acting as a resource for

women working on women's past lives.

Most importantly we are trying to

break down the notion of archives as

boring dusty places which nobody uses.

We want the archives to be used as a

resource and holding place for those

women making history now — and that

means ,all of us. We also want to help

women feel that their lives and history

are important and necessary and worth

recording. So that means we collect

anything and everything to do with

women — a unique function amongst

archives in Australia. It also means that

the collection is accessible
— we have

tried to make it more so by exhibitions

and as much publicity as our small group

of workers allows. Associated with the

archives is a women's directory which is

helping to keep women working in differ

ent fields in touch with each other. We

are also making connections with other

feminist orientated archives at confer

ences and through our newsletter.

Our collection is small but growing.

We have manuscripts, newspaper clipp

ings, badges, posters, old ephemera,

books, private papers, women's journals

...
as many things as we can find which

make women's history. So if you have

anything to contribute from embroidery

and shopping lists to diaries and Women's

Weeklies and of course some of your

precious time, please come in and see us.

We are open most days from 9.30 - 4.30

(often later), and for the enthusiastic

amongst you our next collective meeting
is at 5.30 October 8th at the Women's

Archives, 2nd floor of the Haydon-Allen

Building.

Wendy Harcourt

on behalf of the

Women's Archives Collective.

tel. 2716
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Keep (ood Fresh and Cool
on the Hottest Days with
economical and eilicient
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Thanks to all those who filled in lib

rary questionnaires. We analysed and coll

ated the results, and they were considered

at the last Library Committee meeting.
We will continue to press for the changes

suggested by the questionnaire results.

Students were less concerned with the

rationalization than with conditions and

facilities in the library buildings.

?I Students suggested:

ij
— better lighting between libraries and

!;
to car parks

- — coffee rooms at Crawford and

Menzies

jl
— after hours return slot at Menzies

?I
— more staff for short loan in peak

?J periods

I
J

— better organization of the catalogues

!?
— improvements to air-conditioning/

heating systems

jl
— correction of flickering ligh ts in

?! Chifley

The most popular suggests for location of

material were:

— to keep OA material in Crawford

— to have all Political Science books

in Chifley
Other proposals were to catalogue the

Bliss material (as a CEP project), and to

vary library hours in the long vacation —

some early opening times, some late

closing times.

The rest of the University seems to

be reasonably well satisfied with the

rationalization proposals. Some areas.'
?

of disagreement remain —

especially
the Economics material in HB-HE. The

Library Committee has asked the

Vice-Chancellor to hold a meeting with

Economics staff from the faculties and

the Institute to resolve this — so lobby
your lecturers if you care whether HB

HE goes to Chifley or Menzies.

A Library Info sheet with the final

proposals for location of material has

been distributed. If you have any more

comments or suggestions please let us

know (at SA Office) by 1 November

at the latest.

The books and journals will probably
be moved in one huge operation over

the long vacation. There will be minimal

services available to Library users during
December and January

— so if you want

books over the summer take them out in

November. The whole move should be

finished by February, in time for next

year's honours students to start work.

There is not much space left in the

main library buildings
—

they will be full

in three years. The Library will cope

with this by putting more books and

journals into compactus storage
— both

vwwwvwrtftwfww^^v^wwwwvwwm

in the main buildings, with the same
I[J

access as to ordinary shelving, and in !?

the A.D. Hope store. It is also possible J»

(though unlikely) that the Common-
jl

wealth Tertiary Education Commission ?!

will fund an extension to the Menzies «[

Building. ![
At the next Library Committee meet-

Ij

ing we will consider the access and [?

loans regulations which operate in the
Ji

different library buildings. Is it true ?
}

that Crawford promptly chases up over- «J

due books while other buildings let
I|

you get away with it for months?
|»

Should all borrowers have identical borr- J»

owing rights? Should periodicals be kept
Jjl

always in the libraries for reference? Let ?!

us know what you think. i|

Finally, the library is installing its
Ij

own whizzbang computer system. Event- [*

ually there will be no more card
Ji

catalogues
—

just terminals. No more 'I

filling in cards to borrow books — just «I

waving the book and your student card
«|

in front of a machine. No more getting I1

away with overdue books — recall notices |»

automatically issued and sent out. At the
j!

-

last LC meeting we were given a chance
ij

-

to investigate the new system. We were I1 ,,

able to search a test catalogue for authors, J«
'

book titles, single keywords, combinat-
j!

ions of words, classification number, sub- ?!
-

ject,
etc. It could turn out to be a very !|.

convenient and efficient system, although
|j

it will be a few years before it is all up . }»

and running. Ji

Lesley Ward ?!

SA Office 49 2444) Ij

Home: 51 3091
!j

!?
— Results of student questionnaire i

'? — Collection Rationalization ?

j!
— Access and Loans

5|

5 — New Library Computer 5
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SIP
- Women have been marching in Reclaim the Night

Marches for many years. These marches have occurred

in Italy, Greece and many other countries, as well as in

\

Australia. Reclaiming the Night is not a minority
issue: it is an issue which affects and concerns all

\ women. So, by joining this march we are part of a

^

world wide movement to Reclaim the Night.

\
T

These marches do not happen spontaneously. Rather

they occur as women's growing awareness of their
'

oppression is channelled into aciton. None of the gains
that have been made by the Women's Movement have

been given freely. They have been brought into exist

ence because of women's struggles, and we women have

had to fight in order to change our place in society.

Our oppression as women in a male dominated soc

iety will not be removed by legislation, green papers and

equal employment opportunites alone. The only way

our position will ultimately change is by women const

antly joining together in actions to assert our strength.

We are alking together tonight; but in the present

social context it is not possible for women to walk

alone with safety. This march is a group occasion where

women demand the rights of the individual woman to be

free of sexual oppression.

Women's image in pornography, and in the mass med

ia is that of being accessible and available. This leads to

men being able to consider all women as available and

accessible to them. So, when a woman walks alone she

is usually given no choice about the conversations and

interactions with men that are forced on her.

A woman walking alone may not always be consc

iously frightened that she may be raped or assaulted.

More often she is unwilling to face the sexual harass

, ment which attacks her dignity and self-image. Wolf

whistles and propositions are seemingly compliment

ary, but they indicate that the man involved has made

a choice of that woman. This is an imposition which

f leaves her powerless to make her own choice and

decision about her own sexuality.

A man is always considered to have a purpose

when he is alone. A woman alone is seen to be vul

nerable, and to be seeking company, sometimes

indiscriminately. A woman is not seen to be capable
of being alone — she is always seen in relation to

other people — a spouse, a friend, a child. More than

I y this, a woman is always encouraged to see herself in re

II k lat'on to other people, and to constantly adjust and im

|
' prove the image of herself that is being projected

I ^ towards other people.

In early June a group of Canberra women got go

gether to discuss organising a Reclaim the Night March.

About 30 women attended the first meeting, but this

number narrowed down to an organising collective of

eight women, the majority of whom are members of

Women on Campus. The aims and beliefs of the organ

ising collective are explained in the speech we gave at

the march, which is printed here. In this article I would

like to write about the actual process of organising such

a march.

One of the most satisfying things about organising the

Reclaim the Night March as far as I was concerned, was

the collective itself. Collectives are often accused of be

ing inefficient, and it must be admitted that occasionally
a lack of hierarchy, or of a recognised chairperson led to

some confusion at meetings. On the whole, however the

Reclaim the Night group was a glowing example of the

benefits of collective organisation. Responsibilities for

posters, publicity etc. was distributed in such a way that

the burden was not placed on any particular person all

the time. The various skills of the collective members

were utilised — some women were better at organising

and 'getting things done', others were better at coming
up with bright ideas. Because some meetings were att

ended by only two or three women, some decisions had

to be made without consulting the others, but these

decisions were discussed at later meetings, and changed
if necessary. All decisions were made by 'talking

through '

disagreements until we all agreed on a course

of action.

We gave press releases to all the media organisations

Canberra and got reasonably good publicity. The

Canberra Times sent a couple of reporters to cover the

march, and they showed admirable stoicism in listening

to our speeches in Civic crouched under their umbrellas.

Fund-raising is inevitably a headache. The Reclaim

the Night March used funds donated by Women Against

Rape and Women on Campus. We had a fund-raising

party at 'Tilly's' which was fun, and financially

successful.

The collective made the decision that we would write

our own speech and that members of the collective

would read that speech on the night. The idea of having
a well-known speaker was rejected. Our reason for not

wanting a 'star' was that we wanted to demonstrate the

fact that 'ordinary' women have the ability to write,

and to speak in public about issues that concern them.

Four women each read a part of the speech and despite

the inevitable failure of the PA system, we felt that the

speech was the best part of the march. It enabled us to

explain clearly many of the constraints that we saw as

being placed on us by our inability to walk safely alone

at night.
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[?]
Part of the focus of Reclaim the Night is to show

woman alone to be a positive and powerful image, to
y|

change the social view of women to this positive im- if

age, and to allow women to be alone. Tr

I*

i

Elements of the oppression of women can be found
in all parts of our

lives; at work and socially we suffer a
|

from sexual harassment; we still receive lower pay than Y[
men and are discriminated against because of our sex;
we still demand the right to safe contraception and .

. free, safe abortion for every woman. In addition, the y
community still has to be made aware of the special k
limits that operate to restrict women's freedom. T

The most obvious and dangerous limit imposed or ft

us is the fear of rape. Both men and women's
livesfy

are curtailed and defined by general social violence a

such as assaults and muggings, but women must Y
endure a further, specific restraint - the fear of rape.k
This prevents us from taking a full and active role in\

society. 4

S

I

Inadequate lighting, or areas hidden by bushes can ^
not be held solely responsible for the occurence of rape.k

Rape is not cause only by situation. It is not only mot -T
ivated by sexual desire. Rape is the visible, violent mank
/testation of the power struggles between men and worn -7

en. It occurs in all areas of society ~ within families
, irfy

well-lit homes, at public events. Women are potential 1

rape victims in almost any social situation. T

Women no longer see themselves as helpless victims, k
We are now working in many ways to restructure society J
and ideas about men and women, and the power 4
between them. Women need to assert our strength, both l

collectively and individually, and the best way to begin T
this process is to become aware. Being aware is power k
in itself; trying to change things is evidence of that T

power. It is a powerful and positive thing when women y
become aware of the restrictuions placed on them, and i

of their power to challenge and change society. Y

This march is a part of that breakout. This march is^

an active retaliation. We are not just responding to ay
situation — we are taking our right to our own space, l

We won't live our lives in a cage. We reclaim our right T

to walk alone at night as a vital symbol of women's true k

emancipation.
*

A, ^ 1 A* ~ ^ w£ ? -a.

On the night of the 27th July our miserable group
assembled in the Women's House at O'Connor, to con

template the rain. The downpour was certainly no

sprinkling shower, but a really cold hard driving rain.

We were momentarily encouraged by a woman calling
in to ask us if the march was still on, and promising
that she'd be there. We sent out messages via all the

radio stations to announce the march was still on. After

a pizza and a couple of bottles of cider we sallied forth

to the Family Law Courts. As we huddled, bedraggled
on the steps, it seemed fairly unlikely that anyone

would venture out, let alone enough women to const

itute a march. But, out of the murky gloom, swathed

in umbrellas, raincoats and other assorted wet-weather

gear, emerged, small groups of women. We greeted
them enthusiastically, handing out sparklers and it soon

became clear that we had a march of considerable

proportions. So, off we marched, accompanied by
a posse of policemen who obviously thought we

were deranged, being out on such a night.
And it was a successful march — not to mention

noisy, as two hundred or so women sang and shouted

their way into Civic. The bystanders looked pretty

amazed, but accepted our pamphlets with equanimity,
apart from one charming young woman who refused
a pamphlet and told me that she 'was proud to be a

woman', obviously implying that I wasn t!
Afteri^

the speech in Petrie Plaza most of the women marched If

back to the Law Courts. This was unplanned, and con- 11

fused the police who blocked off roads, only to dis-b

cover that the leaders of the march had headed
offg

down others. From the Law Courts we went back torn

the Women's House for hot chocolate, champagnelL

and port to celebrate the unexpected (in view of the!

weather) success of the evening. |L
Of course with every event of this type, there

were||-

things that we felt we could have done better. We
felB||

that the inclusion of foreign languages on the posterl*

was a type of 'tokenism', but we still moved to hav®f
them there as some kind of recognition of the

fac|l
that there are so many women in Australia who do

nol||
speak English. We experienced frustration during the||
organisation of the march because some women, noili

in the collective, had volunteered to do certain
thing||

and then proved unreliable. We felt a commitment tcp
childcare was important and the childcare was used b

y||
women taking part in the march. But our worst

prob||
lem had been the weather — we felt we would

have||
had double the numbers if the night had been fine

-||
and it was decided that, in future, every attemptl

should be made to hold Reclaim the Night Marches!

in summer! Jane ElixB

Reclaim the Night Collective 8
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She flung down her body
And lay naked

Fingers splayed, arms reaching

The darkness penetrating

Like the beating heart that

Tears open her silence and
Touches her body.
The ache and thuds, then emptiness
The sweat clings to her hair and face

Sweet on the body and

Legs spread wide
Pressed and straining tight

She creates a world that

No one can disturb

Where no one is needed
No body used

Where no heart is bleeded
And no feelings bruised.

I bent down and kissed

Her lips

Soft and sweet 1

And then lay beside her
In a gentleness that makes
Me trouble

And my body ache.;

Alive to the touch
'

We embrace.
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PRISONER

At the age of 20 she made her

escape from a stifling matriarchy
and took on her first role of

motherhood by marrying
He was underprivileged

emotionally,

She tried to nourish him,
She received his sexual and emotional neuroses .

He insinuated they were her own,

he tola ner ne never wantea to marry ner

She'd ruined his brilliant career, .

he didn't love her,

he hit her, on their honeymoon,
She forbore,

he lovecl her all along
but didn't know how to let himself

She couldn't realise there was no love.

He released his aggression and sexual

tension on her,

and others,

he drank with the boys,
She waited for him,
2am she went to bed,

. She carried their child,

He told her she looked ugly,

a pregnant cow,

He looked for a more attractive bed partner,

He kept her in the house all day
tied to the children,

He liked her to be in when he got home,
2 am

. . \

He was jealous of her friends,

She couldn't invite them home,
Accused her of being selfish,

'

neglecting the children,

He left job after job, .

dragging her and the children

from house to house,
He obtained his transfer

by saying his wife didn't like the climate,

He .called her his 'little woman'

She was behind him,
necessary but not appreciated,

a complement to his social climb,

People knew him by name and

his 'little woman' appeared on his arm

- at social functions,

At 40 she was reborn
,

liberated,

She got a job,

She began to hate him,
She was a success,

He resented it,

He got nastier,

She couldn't leave him

She needed his money,

She is his prisoner,

He frightens her,

She must shut up or he will hit her, ,

It is not worth protesting,

She has no way out,

She is only alive at work,
When he is away,

'

it is heaven, she invites her friends home,

They are both ruined from their 20 year long

battle,

He deteriorates quickly,

She doesn't care,

His failure makes him nastier,

She forbears

She is sick to death of him,
She increases her work hours,

Her children are gone,

She wants to get out

and save herself,

She is scared,

She is his prisoner,

literally,

emotionally.

^^Bg^anonymous |

yO0 ^'r£

MARKET PLACE

The men gather in a tight, compact mob,
make an impenetrable barrier

Lords of their territory
*

nonchalant, secure in masculine camaraderie,

Excited, anticipating new flesh
Station themselves in the market place
wait impatiently.
New flesh edges its way in, .

Nervous, excited, unsure,

garnished to tantalise,

Marketeers' absorbed attention

sizes up the produce, -

Wolf whistles signal; appreciation . .

Acquisitive eyes survey the merchandise top to bottom,
There's a nice hindquarter, here's a good rump, ?

Categorising ... . serviceable? discardable?

A goer or not? ?

New flesh feels its way, ill confident, intimidated

chosen/rejected.
. Cans are stockpiled

Masculine confidence increases ten-fold,
Chosen flesh enters the impenetrable barrier,

begins to relax,

first attempt at socialisation, ?

a success,
due thanks to their rump,
Inferior flesh retreats,

defensive, nervous, disappointed,

self-esteem plummets,
Bidders and the bidden,
rendevous in the market place.

anonymous

A DOG'S LIFE

Gemma, she was pretty
— well every

one said she was pretty. I think they

meant she was symmetrical. No uneven,

out of the place marks. And she was tim

id
- a real little girl. But there was more

to Gemma than that. I knew there was

more behind her. I got this impression
first of all by the fact that she never re

sponded to whistles. In fact she used to

sort or scowl when someone whistled.

She didn't like to be overhandled by
people she didn't know — particularly
men. It was as if she didn't trust their

cool reassuring, enticing voices. She

sort of froze if they handled her too

much. Anyway I figured all of this show

ed that Gemma had more to her than '

just
— as the cliche goes

— a pretty face.

She was vulnerable though, particular

ly vulnerable and she knew it. Her hole

was there, unprotected for any dog to

abuse, and she was powerless, totally

powerless. Sometimes she'd submit to

the forces of one of the other dogs, but

each time she seemed a little more re

served, sort of saddened. She was slowly

losing her young personality. Each time

a penis left her, it was if it dragged a little

of her soul with it. 1 don't respond to

whistles either you know and nor do I

like being touched, pervertedly touched.

I got Gemma for protection. I wanted

protection. We protect each other but

each time it hurts a little more.

Lying in bed, on my back, a ten stone

weight on top of me, 1 thought 'of

Gemma. It finished and he too had taken

the little bit of soul I had left. It had

mixed with his semen and floated away.

He rolled over and slept and I lay awake

listening to Gemma howl at the moon.

She knew my experience and I knew

hers.

Gemma, and I left the ten stone

weight. We went by ourselves, and stayed
in a house together. We didn't do much —

talked a lot, sat a lot, read and wrote a

lot, but still as though through the cracks

in the wall, or under the windows, an

oppressing, threatening wind blew in. We

shivered, and wondered and were all a

alone. Dogs came and hung around the

yard. Gemma hid. The ten stone weight

rang and rang and I hid. We sat together,

stroking and stroking and getting more

and more worked up.
It was a cold, bleak day when Gemma

and I walked to the shops to get the

week's supply. We walked once a week

to the shops to get food, but today some

thing felt different. We walked in fear,

as the dogs ran for Gemma, and the boys
honked and whistled as they drove by.

Today was different though. Something
was going to happen today. We bought
the groceries, and with the last five doll
ars I had saved, I bought a round o

of bullets. We walked back, and came to

sit in the kitchen. I had some coffee

and Gemma drank some warm milk.

We sat and looked at each other for a

long time. It grew colder and colder, and

more and more bleak. I went upstairs

and got the gun. Without another sound.

Gemma and I left the house. We walked

towards the shops, and as the dogs came

for us and Gemma's eternal hole, we shot

them one by one. The street was littered

with dead dogs. And as we turned for

home, the ten stone weight approached
and we shot him too. We went home, had

some dinner and went to
sleep. It's a

dog's life really.

M.L.N.
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CANBERRA RAPE CRISIS CENTRE

The Canberra Rape Crisis Centre offers a 24 hour a day,

7 days a week service, run by women for women. We do

not prevent or force women to go to the police, however

we do provide information on the legal process.

Our aim is to give sympathetic support to women who

have been victims of rape, incest, sexual assault or

harassment, or who are in fear of assault.

We can also explain medical needs: pregnancy and VD
tests are essential for rape victims, and we can arrange
for women doctors to do them.

The Rape Crisis Service is completely confidential

regardless of age. So if you have been raped or assaulted,
no matter how long ago, and are still living with the

memory or threat, feel free to ring anonymously and

talk to a woman who will understand.

We have a library of books, leaflets and newspaper cutt

ings which is accessible to people doing research into

any aspect of rape. We also keep a register of self

defence classes available in Canberra.

If you are interested in becoming involved, the Rape
Crisis Collective meets 5.30 each Thursday at the

Women's Centre, 3 Lobelia Street, O'Connor.

1976-1980 STATISTICS SUMMARY

.
The Canberra Rape Crisis Centre Collective has compiled
the following statistics from the information provided

by women who have approached the collective for help

in the five years from 1976 to 1980.

The offences included rape, assault, prowlers and harass

ment. The data has been reduced to percentages. In cal

culating the percentages, only the cases where the

information required was known were used. Cases where

that particular piece of information was unknown were

not used.

Increase in Complaints
over Prior Year:

1980 160%
1979 0

1978 230%
*

1977 130%

Age of Victim and Offender:

We do not usually know the age of the offender. Howev

er, he is usually older than the victim;

0-5 6-10 11-15 16-20 21-25 25-30 31-35 36-40 41

over

woman 0 9 28 37 13 1,5 6 1 .5 3 %

Man 0 0 0 73 9 4.5 9 0 4.5

SSK-s^a^SSSSSSSSS^SSXS^SSSSSSSSSSSSSS!SSWSSSftSSSSSSSSS

Place of Attack:

Playground/shops 2%
Home 53
Car 16

Street/Park 19

Work 3

Others house 4

Cinema/Club/Hotel 9

ssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssss

Police Involvement:
Woman approached police 28%

Police took action 47

Police took no action: 53

Type of Coercion:

Adult abusing child's

trust 11%

Use of violence 62

Overpowering 12

Threats 13

abortion counselling service
The Abortion Counselling Service is a

non-profit making service run by women

for women. We aim to ensure that wom

en have not only the right to choose ab

ortion but the right to choose a service

which allows them to preserve their dig
nity and self respect. We do this through

providing information, support and re

_
ferral both over the phone and in person.

We provide an opportunity for a woman

to explore her feelings about her preg

nancy and the alternatives available to

her in a supportive and non judgemental

atmosphere.
The practical situation in the ACT is

fraught with hazards. The two public

hospitals Royal Canberra and Woden

Valley are restricted by the adoption in

the ACT of the Victorian, Mennhenit

Ruling which requires two doctors to

decide whether or not abortion can be an

option for a woman. This is further

complicated by the two doctors having
to write to the medical superintendent
of the hospital and compounded by a

limit of 120 abortions per year between .
the two hospitals. We see the restrictions

on numbers, the tedious and time con

suming process required and the power
to decide being designated to the doct

ors, (mostly male) as yet another example
of the patriarchal control of women's

bodies.

We receive minimal funding through
the Community Development Fund. This

allows us to pay a part-time co-ordinator,

pay rent on our room at the Women's

Centre, pay phone bills etc. Most of us

are unpaid workers and we work collect

ively making decisions by consensus. We

urge any interested women to join the

collective. Please ring to find out when

the next meeting is.

Because of the unviable situation in

Canberra we usually refer to Sydney
Clinics where women are treated with

respect and concern. This is done usually
; from our centre, which is open from

10am-1pm on weekdays. During hours

when we have no-one on roster we

have a taped message with other contact

numbers for women needing to speak
with someone urgently .

We would like to see our hours of ser

vice extended, but to do this we require

more interested women. There remains

lots of political work to improve fertil

ity control for women in the ACT and
this means lots of discussion, in order

for us to make informed decisions con

cerning our lobbying.

With medical/technical intervention

in women's bodies especially surround

ing pregnancy increasing, thereare always
new areas of concern for us — the im

plications of each new contraceptive

being 'sold' to women as the new answer;

continuing to monitor doctors and their

sympathies, or lack of them; evaluating

the new abortion services available in

Sydney to establish the quality of their

service.

We believe that feminist services offer

women the most current information av

ailable without judgements and it is for

this reason we advise the use of feminist

abortion clinics, where the staff are all

sympathetic and trained to do the work

they do, rather than as is often the case

in public hospitals having nursing staff

with moral objections to abortions who

just happen, unfortunately to be rostered

on that day. English and American stud:

ies also proved that free standing clinics

have fewer complications on either

emotional or physical grounds.
Clinics run by women for women are

non profit, the money charged covers

costs only. Many 'male' run clinics in

sist on many unnecessary and expensive

pathology tests as well as charging several

hundred dollars more than the feminist

clinics per abortion.

We must fight for control of our

own bodies questioning not only what

is done to us but by whom and for whose

benefit.

|

ABORTION COUNSELLING SERVICE
j

/ 3 Lobelia Street, O'Connor
\

| tel. 478070
j

? ? j
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WOMEN AND REPRODUCTIVE TECHNOLOGY
Most women in Australia now exercise more control

over our own bodies than ever before. The
'

Woman's

Body: Woman's Choice' campaigns of the 60s and 70s

have resulted in liberalised access to abortion and con

traception, as well as raised awareness of parenting and

sexuality choices generally. (Check any Cleo or Women's

Weeklv).

This new-found power is now being threatened in a

different way. The male-dominated, government funded

research into reproductive technology raises many quest
ions. Do we want to 'breed' a superior race through
artificial fertilisation? The much praised 'cures' for

infertility offered by l.n-vitro Fertilisation offer false

hope and heartbreak to many — sucdess to very few.

Meanwhile more traditional and reliable methods of

overcoming infertility (such as microsurgery) are being

neglected.
The medical profession gains prestige and power

through these marvels of modern medicine. But none

have justified to the public (whose money they are

spending) why one artifical embryo should be more

important than the thousands of Australian children,

particularly Aborigines, who die in their infancy from

malnutrition-related diseases.
i

?

It is surely in our inter

ests as women that such research be made more approp
riate to our needs. For example, we need to know how

often infertility is the result of contraceptive pills,
or

the use of pesticide chemicals.

Instead, we are in a situation where we have little

information and less power over the decisions that are

made. Yet ultimately it is women's bodies, and wom

en's reproductive capacities that are affected.

For these reasons, feminists have become concerned

about the implications of reproductive technology.
Below is a paper by Robyn Rowland which was pre- ,

sented at the 4th Women and Labour Conference in

Brisbane this year. As a result of this, a national femin

ist network has been set up to research, monitor and

publicise developments in reproductive technology. We

have called for a moratorium on further research into

areas such as artificial wombs, cloning, and surrogate
motherhood until we have more information and full

public debate on the implications of this research on

society as a whole, and on women in particular.
The A.C.T. contact for the National Feminist Net

work on Reproductive Technologies is Helen Campbell
ph. 488 070 for further information.

OF WOMEN BORN?

THE RELATIONSHIP OF WOMEN

TO NEW REPRODUCTIVE TECHNOLOGIES

The feminist debate over the new reproductive technol

ogy is just beginning in Australia, although it has been

active elsewhere.(l) These new techniques include: in

vitro fertilisation (IVF); artificial insemination by donor

sperm (AID); the use of donar ova, sperm and embryos;
foetal monitoring; the sex preselection. (2) But behind

these techniques experimentation and research are carr

ied out about which women are mostly unaware, and

which are conducted by a male-dominated medical pro

fession in the name of helping to 'cure' infertility and

with the catch cry, 'women want it'. This research

includes work on cloning, sex preselection and the

development of the artificial womb and placenta. (3)

I will restrict this paper to a discussion on the attit

udes within the women's movement to mothering,
and then consider how these attitudes relate to the

new technologies. I will suggest that we should feel

some anxiety about the male control of this area; that

men are working towards ending their 'alienation' in

the reproductive process, posing a threat to the future

of women as a group.

The meaning and value of motherhood has been

an important issue for most generations of women.

The constancy of the argument of biological determin

ism versus cultural influence, or the nature/nurture

debate, has continued to rouse feminist ire. If we

accept a biological cause for behaviour, we have acc

epted that it is immutable; cannot be changed. If

we support the influence of culture and socialization

as determining roles and behaviour, we allow for people
to change; but have often dissociated our behaviour

from our bodies entirely.

The revival of the women's movement in the sixties

was characterized by a fierce rejection of biological

determinism. Feminists argued that there was no

'natural' behaviour for a woman and that 'feminine'

characteristics were socialized into woman. A subtle

change began in the late seventies however, with a

reaffirmation of the 'good' qualities of womanhood

from a feminist perspective. This argument maintained

that, not only should women cultivate the so-called

masculine characteristics such as independence and

assertiveness in themselves, but that the feminine qual
ities such as warmth and nurturance are equally valuable.

The issue is in fact a political one, not able even to be

'proved' or 'disproved', but only useful as a debating

point in the endless battle of women to assert their

own value and worth. As Dora Russell pointed out in the

1920s, patriarchy has used woman's different biology

to justify her socially inferior position (Spender, 1982).

In the suffragette period the move for the vote was

based on a desire to improve and consolidate the family
and women's position within it. In Britain, by the

1920s, the need for effective contraception had become

a political issue when women realised that the means of

stopping continuous pregnancy were known and avail

able but denied them by government policy (Spender,
1982). (4). The constant childbearing by women wore

their health and many women esperienced the early

deaths of their children. Dora Russell in her campaign
coined the slogan: 'It is four times as dangerous to

bear a child as to work in a mine: and mining is a

man's most dangerous trade' (Spender, 1982, p.480).

In Australia, the situation was worse for pioneer

women. Clara Weekes wrote in 1903:

Every child that a woman bears entails on the

majority of them nine months of misery, more or

less acute, with a culminating period of agony at

the end. When this is repeated from ten to sixteen,

or even twenty times, with intervals of only a

year or more between, is it to be wondered at that

many mothers die quite young of sheer exhaust

ion?
...

I know of one woman who had twenty

two children, and less than one-third grew up.

(Daniels &Murnane, 1980, p. 1320

Contraception and abortion have always been big

issues for the women's movement because they repres

ent control of our bodies for the individual woman her

self.

It was not until the declining population rate became

an issue in Australia that attention was given to infant

and maternal welfare. Unfortunately, motherhood then

became a kind of sanitised experience, controlled and

regimented by 'experts'. One of the first moves of the

renewed women's movement of the sixties was to reject

the advice of 'experts' with respect to child care. Spurred

on by the belief that 'maternal instinct' is a social con

struct not a biological destiny women discovered

through 'rap' and CR groups that 'expert' advice did not

fit with women's experience. Bowlby had scared a gen

eration of women into thinking that if they left their

child for even brief periods, trauma would result.

Though it cost them a great deal in guilt, women reject

ed those advisers. (5)

'Maternity as natural' also trapped women into the

nuclear family, which came to be seen as a fortress of

male dominance. Married women were chained through

it to a dependent existence: they worked for no wage,

had little job security, could be sexually exploited or

abused with the sanction of the law, and had the status

of a minor. Within this context there was no choice for

women, and 'choice' was the focal point of the move

ment.

In place of this

she says, feminists like De beauvoir and Firestone

claimed: 'Women are naturally trapped in the childbear

ing function/therefore the liberation of women depends
on their being freed from this trap', (p.20) To

Firestone, this freedom was only possible if women were

liberated from maternity through use of a test-tube

baby system.

In recent years, however, a further re-evaluation of

the value of maternity has begun. Many feminists are

seeking now to recreate the experience of motherhood

and family in a non-exploitative way. Works such as

those by Elisabeth Badinter (1981) and Ann Dally

(1982) have helped to clarify the mythology of mother

hood as opposed to the experience women have of

motherhood. Badinter analyses the development of

'maternal instinct' as a construct, showing that 'no

universal and absolute conduct on the part of the

mother has emerged', (p.327) She concludes that

the difference between giving birth and having the

sole responsibility for rearing the child have been

conveniently confused by patriarchy and that this is the

key to women's oppression. She places faith in what

she sees as the emergence of 'father love' in 'history

of feelings', (p.322) Women are demanding that men

share in the love for a child and in her/his development.

'Henceforth', she says, ,
women will 'force' men to be

good fathers, to share equitably the pleasures and bur

den, the anxieties and sufferings of mothering', (p.325)

Though these conclusions have a Utopian aura, they are

shared by many women who have managed to involve

the father of their child more fully in parenting, and by

those who still struggle to do so. However, one state

ment within her vision has worrying overtones:

Under the pressure exerted by women, the new

father mothers equally and in the traditional

mother's image. He creeps in like another moth

er, between the mother and the child, who

experiences almost indiscrimately as- intimate a

contact with the father as with the mother.(p.324)

(my stress)

Contraception and abortion have always been big issues for the women's

movement because they represent control of our bodies for the individual

woman herself.
? ?

A variety of causes were seen to guide women into

motherhood. They had children because they were

socialized or conditioned to do so, and were convinced

of the rewards of mothering; in order to gain a self

identity in a world which continually denied this to

them; to prove their worth and attain the status of an

'adult'. For many, motherhood represented a power

base from which to negotiate the terms of their exist

ence and survival, and for many this is still the case. (6)

Many women began to make a choice to remain child

less and became partners in childfree relationships. In

1972, Shulamith Firestone wore in the Dialectic of

sex: 'Pregnancy is barbaric . . .
the temporary deform

ation of the body of the individual for the sake of the

species' (p. 188). Women, she said, should be freed from
'the tyranny of reproduction by every means possible',

(p. 193)

Mary O'Brien in her analysis The Politics of Repro

duction (1981) comments that traditional wisdom had

said: 'Women are naturally trapped in the childbearing

function/women therefore cannot participate in social

life on equal terms with men', (p. 20)

A major text within this new perspective has been

Adrienne Rich's Of Woman Born. Motherhood as

Experience and Institution. (1977). Rich explores

the institution of motherhood as it has been controlled

by men and patriarchal society to the point where it

has become a distorted experience for women. It is this

institutionalisation of motherhood which is the problem,
not the experience itself. Women have been divorced

from their bodies by the mythologizing of them on the

one hand, and the denigration of them on the other.
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Mindful always of the danger of the biological determin

ism argument, she moves beyond it to point out that we

are in fact our bodies as well as mind, spirit and intell

ect, but how we define that relationship should be in

the control of women, not of men. She writes:

Many women see any appeal to the physical as a

denial of the mind. We have been perceived for

too many centuries as pure Nature, exploited and

raped like the earth and the solar system; small

wonder that we now long to become Culture:

pure spirit, mind. Yet it is precisely this culture

and its political institutions which have split us

off from itself. In so doing it has split us off from

life, becoming death-culture of gratification, ab

straction, and the will to power which has reached

its most refined destructiveness in this century.

It is this culture and politics of abstraction which

women are talking of changing, of bringing to a

accountability in human terms, (p.285)

Male-stream dominant culture has worked to divorce

women from the experience of motherhood as they

would choose it, based on the fear men have of the

recreative power of women.

This approach has been taken by Mary O'Brien in The

Politics of Reproduction. (1 981 ) O'Brien advocates that

feminists have been too ready to cut reproduction out

of their lives because of its history of entrapment, and

we should in fact be using it as a starting point of a new

political theory: to redefine an understanding of gender
relations beginning at reproduction. This differs from,

the feminist approach which considers gender relations

in terms of the means of production; the valuing of

men's work and the devaluing of women's. O'Brien

writes: 'I argue that it is from an adequate understanding
of the process of reproduction, nature's traditional

and bitter trap for the suppression of women, that wom

en can begin to understand their possibilities and their

freedom', (p.9) She claims that men have their rituals

and ritualistic meetings which reinforce them as 'male'

but women lack this particular structure. To celebrate

being 'female', O'Brien claims, we need some rituals,

and the birth experience is a primary one which in the

past was shared with other women. But this has been

broken by the intervention of medicine in birth. As

medical men became more involved in birth and the

control of women's bodies, the birthing mother became

more and more isolated. Rich writes:

The experience of lying half-awake in a barred

crib, in a labor room with other women moan

ing in a drugged condition, where 'no one comes'

except to do a pelvic examination or give an in

jection, is a classic experience of alienated child

birth. The loneliness, the sense of abandonment

of being imprisoned, powerless, and

depersonalized is the chief collective memory of

women who have given birth in American hospit

als (1977, p.1 76).

In fact, the breaking of that isolation now in maternity

hospitals is represented by the presence of the father,

not by a reassembling of the women's presence which

used to be associated with the ritual.

O'Brien goes on to discuss what she calls

'reproductive consciousness'. In her terms, the first

significant historical change was the discovery of

physiological paternity which transformed male repro

ductive consciousness: men discovered that they were,

in fact, the seed. The second and more recent change

;

in reproductive consciousness was triggered by tech

nology in the form of contraception, which gave

women the freedom to choose or reject parenthood.
The fact that men provide the seed in reproduction

however, also ensures their alienation from 'genetic

continuity', i.e., 'unlike the other role — the necessity

.
to produce — the reproductive role resists male partic

ipation and control', (p.33) Because women bear the

child and 'labour' at birth, they have the certainity
?:

of their essential participation in the genetic continuity.
? The way in which men have always annulled their

.? alienation from reproduction is described by O'Brien

as the 'appropriation of the child', (p.36) Thus by

;
law or by force, men appropriate and control women

and children, this is intended to eliminate their 'uncert

ainty' in the reproductive process. (7)

O'Brien sees this alienation experience reflected in

-

obstetrics, to which men have brought 'the sens of their

own alienated parental experience of reproduction,
and have translated this into the forms and languages

of an 'objective science' '. (p. 46) The power men have

claimed to make themselves 'the universal' and women

'the other' has enabled them to keep women isolated

from each other, to break their culture, and to exclude
them from power: 'all of these have obscured the cultur

al consciousness of femininity and the universality *.of

maternal consciousness' (p.50).

The female reproductive
consciousness is thus seen as universal and common to

all women, mothers or not, as it represents an under

standing of our place in the continuity of life, which is

explored through our physiology (but not that alone),

and is reinforced by, for example, menstruation, meno

pause and pregnancy. O'Brien's perspective builds on

Rich's analysis in this sense, and like Badinter, she

sees a role for men in the solution of this conflict:

Finally, the integration of women on equal terms

into the productive process is a necessary but not

significant condition of liberation. Liberation also

depends on the reintegration of men on equal

terms into the reproductive process, (p.210)

Another interesting viewpoint is that of Barbara Wish

art, an Australian lesbian mother who conceived her
.

daughter through artificial insemination by an unknown

donor. She reinforces Rich and O'Brien when she writes

that the experience of motherhood 'has given me a deep
bond with other mother I know, and a sense of continu

ity not only with the women in my own family, but also

wih the continuous line of women from antiquity to

the present day who have borne children.' (p.31) Wishart

stresses that it is the structure within which motherhood

is experienced which oppresses women and we need not

devalue, as patriarchy does, the experience of mother

hood itself which still has 'something positive or worth

while or even wonderful about it. (1982, p.27, her

italics)

These writers have stressed a new feminist perspective

on motherhood itself. But does this get us away from

the issues of the restrictiveness of the nuclear family?
We seem to be moving back to a position which says

that women must continue to strive to change the family

(i.e. men) from within its structures — very hard emot

ional work. It is also dangerously close to making the

problem an individual one again, rather than a collective

'the personal is political', social problem.

Betty Friedan has caused a controversy with her lat

est book The Second Stage (1981) in which she attempts
to point out that 'our failure was our blind spot about

the family' (p.203). This book has severe failings as a

feminist analysis, but has deserved neither the flagellat

ion given it by feminists, nor the hysterical support given

it by antifeminists. (In fact, the book says more about

Friedan and feminist 'burnout' than it does about the

state of the women's movement.) It raises again the iss

ue of whether women can actually have choice in our

society the way it is structured, and what it is that

women want from the family structure. In Women

Who Do and Women Who Don't Join the women's move

ment (1984), Anne Curthoys, an Australian feminist

has written a provocative view of the family, claiming
that for all its disadvantages, it does fulfil the real needs

of people for
'security', commitment and continuity'.

Chodorow too, in her book The Reproduction of

Mothering (1978) traces the way mothering is passed
on from mother to daughter. She writes that women by
and large want to mother, and get gratification from

their mothering; and finally, that, with all the conflicts

and contradictions, women have succeeded at mother

ing' (p.7). Curthoys and Chodorow also see the necess

ity for shared parenthood with men as the only solution

to the negative value currently placed on mothering by

our society.

In her article on 'Maternal Thinking', Ruddick also

analyses the qualities of thinking and caring which en

forced mothering has in fact developed in women. Thus,

though the practices of mothering are oppressive, at its

best, the qualities of mothering or maternal thinking

embody the kind of caring we would wish men to ex

press to others. They stand in opposition to the dest

ructive, violent and self-aggrandizing characteristics of

men. Ruddick too insists that the only way of introd

ucing these values into the political domain is to assim

ilate men into the private domain of child care. This

would break down the separation of the two spheres,
take the pressure off women to live vicariously through
their children; and give men an investment in making the

public domain more committed to reforming childcare

procedures. However, she also warns: 'But in our eag

erness, we musn't forget that so long as a mother is not

effective publicly and self-respecting privately, male

presence can be harmful as well as beneficial'. (1980,
p.361 )

We can see from this discussion that the experience
of maternity and family for women is a continuing dile

mma.

There is also the continuing problem of wanting
to include men in the child rearing sphere in order to

share with them the joy and the burdens, or in order to

raise the status of the job -and to hopefully bring changes

through men in the public domain's attitudes to childcar

ing. The element of anxiety which exists however, comes

from the suspicion on the part of women that if men do

get involved they will in fact take over, and what sphere

would then be woman's. We can look again at Badinter's

comment: 'He creeps in like another mother, between

the mother and child
. . . '. (p.324)

All these discussions of mothering have assumed that

conception will continue to be based on intercourse.

How valid will an analysis like Mary O'Brien's be if the

primary means of conception becomes artificial? When

the new artificial means of conception have been dis

cussed, feminists have been receptive. The techniques

have been seen as helping infertile women, or those

with infertile husbands, or lesbian and single women to

create a family. Yet in fact, only women who are white,

middle class and in a relationship with a man can have

access to these technologies.

There are a number of arguments which have been

stated by feminists against reproductive technology.
Ruth Hubbard (1981), for example, has argued against

IVF on the grounds that it ties women's reproduction
to marriage alone; that its complicated technology ex

cludes women from administering and controlling it so

they are locked into a high-technology model of birth;

and that the enormous expense of it means offering

minimal health care to other women.
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TECHNOl 06y ... REPRODUCTIVE TECHHOlOGy.,.,
Rebecca Albury (1983) has also raised the issue of

'ownership' of frozen embryos, which could lead to

manipulation of women. If couples are given joint own

ership of the embryo, she writes:

The joint ownership of an embryo in vitro might
extend to joint ownership in vivo, opening new

opportunities for male control of women. The

male owner might forbid the female joint owner

from smoking during pregnancy and be able to

secure a court order to enforce his prohibition on

the grounds of protecting his 'Drooertv'. He

might be able to prevent her from aborting an

unwanted pregnancy .... Feminist scrutiny of

proposed laws will be necessary to insure against

outlawing abortion by regulating IVF. (p.22)

But let us consider one aspect only of the debate: the

role of men. Part of the reason for men wanting to be

more involved in parenting is their desire to end the 'al

ienation' of which O'Brien talks. But some of the new

technology could bring them even closer to the goal

of appropriation in a very real sense: technology like

the artificial womb and placenta would give men control

over conception and reproduction itself. The basic

question with respect to technology which affects

women's bodies must always be: who controls it.

I have outlined elsewhere the development of cloning,

sex preselection and ectogenesis (artificial womb/placen-N
ta) see footnote 1). These open the way for greater
male control. Edward Grossman (1971) for example,

has staunchly supported development of the artificial

womb, listing the following advantages: foetal medic

ine would be improved (!); the child could be immun

ized while still insude the 'womb', the environment

could be safer than a woman's womb; geneticists could

program in some superior trait; sex preselection would

be simple; women would be 'spared the discomfort' of

childbirth; women could be permanently sterilized;

and men would be able to prove for the first time who

is the father of the child.

Other techniques make exploitation of women's

reproductive capacity easier. Foetal research is a major
issue yet untouched. Ramsay (1970) has pointed out

that women will soon be pressured to consent to giving

up their aborted foetus for experimentation. Surrogate
mothers are another group who face exploitation. Those

seeking surrogates have been found to be 'highly intell

igent professionals in the thirty to forty age group
. . . they know a lot about surrogacy; they know what

they want and they know how to bend the rules their

way'.(9)

women through infection and septic abortion, and rep
resents again the use of women's bodies by a medicine

little concerned for the wellbeing of its victims.

With the advent of the artificial womb and placenta,
men will finally be able to divorce women totally from

reproduction. It could be the beginning of what Janice

Raymond has called 'previctimization' — the destruct

ion of women before they are even bom. Grossman
(1971) has written that 'natural pregnancy may become
an anachronism .

. . the uterus will become appendix
like'. (p.49) Within this context we need to reassess

what 'choice' is for women. As Barbara Katz Rothman
(1984) has commented in gaining the choice to control

the quality of our children, we may be losing the choice

not to control the quality, the choice of simply accept

ing them as they are. She points out that we are also

forfeiting the right not to know some things — like the

sex of the unborn child.

Why would men want so desperately to control the

reproductive process? They themselves give three major
reasons. First, we need to improve the genetic pool.

Every one in five people now living (20%) bears a del

eterious mutation that has arisen with her/him and

which will be passed onto her/his offspring. This is in

addition to the load of genetic deficiency from the pre

vious generation. We need to control the quantity an'd

quality of people or genetic disorders will increase

(Ramsay, 1970). Second, most of the research is essent

ial in understanding cancer and the immune system
And third, women want it!

There are other explanations. Part of its represents
the ancient fear of women's power. Women bleed

regularly and do not die. We recreate human beings

within our own bodies, these 'magical' powers repres
ent little power in real terms, though for many women

in the past and in the future to come, they may still

represent the only power base they have from which

to negotiate their terms of existence. Ultimately, women

have always been needed to have children — in the past.
In her discussion of mythology, Rich comments on

the fear and mystery which have surrounded mother

hood and kept man in awe. To scientists, this area of

women's 'specialness' is the last stronghold of nature,
which they have always sought to dominate through the

use of technology. This is exemplified in the statement

by Grossman that with the artificial womb, 'the aweful

ness associated with pregnancy and childbirth will have

nothing to feed on, and motherhood, if it continues to

excite any awe at all, will not do so more than father

hood'. (p.48)

the new technology could bring them even closer to the goal of appropri
ation in a very real sense: technology like the artificial womb and

placenta would give men control over conception and reproduction itself.
The basic question with respect to technology which affects women's bodies
must always be: who controls it.

i . — — ?

And who are the surrogates whose bodies

are used as incubators? Could they be working class

women who need the money?. Remember the wet

nurse system of the nineteenth century when working
class women were exploited by those who could afford

them? If surrogate users decide to sex preselect as

well, we will have an interesting situation: working
class women's bodies used to produce the next gener
ation of male power-holders. Non-surrogate women

in the working class will still produce girls, sex pre
selection being costly, while the powerful will select

male offspring. The majority of women could there

fore be locked into poverty and locked out of access

to financial power. The basic racism of our society will

also ensure that non-white women have limited access

to the new technology.
Jf these technologies were in the hands of women

whose bodies they most intimately affect, we may be

able to utilize them to free women and give them new

choices in ways which Firestone had begun to envisage.

But past experience teaches us that the control of wom

en's bodies is a continual battleground of the sexes. We

are constantly being used as 'living laboratories' and suff
er the consequences. Mary Daly in Gyn/ecology (1978)
and Ehrenrich and English (1978) in For Her Own

Good have clearly outlined this history, showing the

appropriation of medicine by men, the elimination of

women healers, and the resulting exploitation of women

through their bodies.

The pill was hailed once as the true liberator of wom

en, yet its resulting 'freedom' is now viewed with suspic
ion and scepticism by feminists. It ensured that most

women users had control over their fertility; but also

that they were then 'at fault' if they became pregnant.

It allowed men to become less responsible and wom

en to become targets for sexual use more readily. In

addition, it led to higher rates of cancer and thrombosis,
and continues to be a drug which is taken on the basis of

little and poor research into its side-effects. Deproprov
era, the most 'efficient' contraception has placed

many women at risk. The Dalkon Shield, a contraceptive
inter-uterine device (IUD), has in fact caused deaths of

In the terms of Mary O'Brien's analysis,

men will have overcome their alienation within the

reproductive process by ensuring women share this

alienation. What would the reproductive consciousness

of women then be?

There is a sense in which this technology is out of

our control. Women are greatly underrepresented in

the sciences, particularly in the research areas, and in the

policy decision-making spheres. Bush (1983) has

pointed out that technology has been defined largely by
men in a negative power-oriented way and we need to

re-introduce the concept of equity within it. But how

to do so is a difficult question. Adrienne Rich has

written:

If women boycott the laboratories and libraries

of scientific institutions (to which we have

barely begun to gain access) we will not even know

what research and technology is vital to the

control of our bodies. It is, rather, essential that

women become well informed about current

developments in genetics, cloning and extra

uterine reproduction. A two-pronged approach
is needed: just as more women are receiving
medical training, while other women are educat

ing themselves and each other as lay persons in

the fields of health-care and childbirth, so we

need women scientists within the institutions, and

lay women who are knowledgeably monitoring
the types of decisions and research that go on

there, and disseminating the information they

gather. (1977, p.282)
As Kass (1972) a doctor himself, has said, power

'rests only metaphorically with human kind; it rests in

fact with particular men, geneticists, embryologists,

obstretricians'. (p.45) Males run the governments,
train the doctors, make birth control devices, allocate

research grants, decide on the availability of abortion,

own the companies who will market the products and

make the money. The fact is that all women are guinea

pigs in this experiment.

We have not been included in

decisions about the technology, nor asked if we want

it. Hanmer and Allen (1980) have said that women act as

agents of male individual and social power. We continue

to collude to our own disadvantage.
Kass (1972) commented: 'The advent of these new

powers for human engineering means that some men

may be destined to play God, to re-create other men

in their own image'. Where will women's place be

in this new 'society'? Will we be obsolete, perman

ently unemployed, disposable? Have we learned any

thing from experiences like those associated with the

Pill? As Roberta Stein bacher says: 'who invented it,

who manufactured it, who licensed it, who dispenses
it? But who dies from it? (1981, p.89)

Dr Robyn Rowland
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A graceful walk

is actually good

posture-in-motion;
the traditional

training method is

to practise with a

book on your
head. Now, balan

cing a book (or

anything else) on

top of your head

forces your body
into proper align

ment — and that is

the foundation of

both good posture

and an attractive

walk! Here's how

your body should

shape up when

alignment is cor

rect: Rib cage ver

tical, not tilted for

ward or backward

.
. . pelvis straight

(if you had a tail, it

would hang

straight down, not

; tucked under bet

I ween your legs!)

... knees and feet

; pointing straight

ahead. A plumb
line would fall just

in front of

anklebone, just

behind kneecap,

through centre of

; hip joint
and mid

dle of waist,

shoulder, ear lobe.

(If you'd like to

check yourself out,

you can hang a

; tape measure

down a full-length

mirror and see.)
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Walking is supposed to carry us forward, but it car

ries most of us quite as far from side to side. Think

of the energy this wobble consumes! No wonder we

look anxious, puffy, and off balance. ? We recall the

story of the man who rode a hundred miles on a motor

cycle. He told a friend he had really came three hun

dred miles, one hundred straight ahead and two hun

dred up and down.

By walking on one line a woman will appear more

graceful,
and if there is any soft drapery about her

costume she will seem almost to float into a room. A

man will preserve his dignity by not bobbing about,

and we will all save energy by the directness of the

movement. This is a perfect example of our. rule that

the correct thing is always the shortest, smoothest, and

simplest way to any point.
_

Before we leave the subject
of walking let us just

think a moment about walking up and down stairs.

Here again, most of us bob, this time up and down.
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Though we must have a deep-laid self-respect before

we can have poise, the extreme of taking ourselves too

seriously will inhibit the flow of charm in and through
us. Being too serious about ourselves is as basically

selfish as being over-sensitive. Charm goes out when

selfishness goes in.

Charm is never extreme or strenuous about anything.

There is always an ease about delightful poise, a relaxed

grace, a smoothness, a polishing away of tenseness, a

balm, a soothing effect.

These lovely qualities are the inspirational, spon

taneous evidences of tact, based on kindness, interest

and balance, tempered by the good taste that only poise

can weigh out and measure to the moment.
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quent workouts. Try this simple EEE- t

000 routine when you have a mo- ,

ment's privacy: Stretch mouth into wide

grin (say 'Eee' as you do
it),

then into lit

tle circle ('Ooo'). Frowning an

eyebrow raising are out if you want

smooth unlined skin! Stroke forehead to

discourage lines (yes, it works!),

strengthen eyelid muscles by blinking

lower lids with skin held taut at sides.
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And charm will g0 with you as a
blessing!

^^^fevecf^common card is an abomination not to be tolerated. The
type used is a small copper-plate, very neat and clear, and no flourishes
or attempts at ornamentation are permissible. A woman's card measures

3f inches in length and 2§ in width j a man's, 3^ inches in length and
just half that in width ; though a fashion is creeping in of reducing
t e size of a

lady s card
slightly, probably in concession to certain card

cases in handbags. Still, the figures quoted are the orthodox ones.
In both cases the name is placed exactly in the middle of the card, and
below, in the left-hand corner, the address.
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We must reach down deep into truth to nourish our

charm and loveliness at the roots and let the flowers

of detail bloom as they will without forcing, selectively

using for growth and development those things and

only those things that add to the feeding of the central

idea of charm. r

Somehow, the charm of deep understanding invari

ably pictures itself forth in the detail of daily life as

an instinctive knowledge of colour, arrangement of fur

niture, balanced positions of things in their relation to

each other, and to our need of them, a deeper apprecia

tion of music, a greater sensitiveness to others. In short,

a general tuning and keying up of all our abilities is

accomplished under the leadership of that recognition

of ourselves as necessary parts of a rhythmic, perfectly

timed universe that needs us just where we are in

order to ..express itself at the point of each person's per

ception of its harmony.

Charm is a force functioning by and through laws
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Labouring WomenJ
WHAT DOES THE HAWKE j

^GOVERNMENT DO FOR WOMEN3

^
'... the implementation of our

\

+ policies for women has been the

* and remains one of the top prior
* /ties for our government.

'

.J
Bob Hawke, PM, January 1984

*
* Any Labor government that gains

*power after years of Liberal neglect has

*the advantage that almost anything it

*does is going to look good by comparison

^But
how does the rhetoric translate into

*pr actice? A review of Hawke's speech in

January to the Labor Women's Confer

ence,
and the provisions of the August

^budget, shows what sort of priority worn

^en
have in government policy.

*

initiatives
* Hawke counts among the

^government's 'proudest achievements . . .

*n raising the status of women' the

^following:
*

3^.

— upgrading the Office of the Status

* of Women

* — 52 women appointed to government

J
boards and bodies

^
— Sex Discrimination legislation and

* ratification of the UN Convention

* on Women.
* — Research into the needs of

Aboriginal women.

^4 « ?
? ? ? ?

— Funding for 'consultation, researcn

and information programs' on

women

— Increased participation of women

in the ALP and more women in

parliament
— Affirmation Action in the Public

Service.
— Tax reform.

These 'achievements' bear closer exam

ination. What they all have in common is

that they offer no practical benefit to

women — or assist only a few. Research
is laudable but is yet to be translated into

afction. Public service, parliamentary and

tax reforms benefit only those women

who have permanent, relatively

high-status jobs. Such women are usually

educated, articulate, anglo and middle

class. This is not to imply that such

women should not benefit from govern

ment initiatives, or that they do not

suffer from discrimination. However,

such priorities show a bias towards a sort

of feminism which aims only to make

women and men 'equal' in the existing

system.
One example of this approach is re

vealed in another of the Hawke govern

ment's 'achievements'. Hawke assures

us of his 'very strong personal commit

ment to the use of affirmative action to

assist women achieve equality in the

labour market ... the CEP guidelines

provide for 50 percent of jobs created to

go to women'.

* Ensuring that women get half the CEP

*jobs is in one sense no more than the

* removal of bias against women; it should

^be a standard minimum, not a great ach

ievement to thank Bob for. This also

*shows the bias inherent in an 'equality'

^approach. Getting half the numbers

*doesn't mean getting half the power and

^status. Nothing in such initiatives over

*

J***** **************

comes the structural gender-status opp

ression of women's work. There have

been 'research and rhetoric' initiatives in

non-traditional jobs for women. But

without financial resources or structural

reforms such as workplace childcare it is

not surprising that fewer than one in

five apprentices are women.

Political Economy
The extent and effects of the oppress

ion of women under capitalist patriarchy
is the subject of endless debate among
socialists and feminists, and I do not

intend to explore the theory here. It is

sufficient to point out that women are on

the whole, poorer than men. There are

class differences betwden women, as is to

be expected in a system that perpetrates

a combination of class, race and gender

oppression. I
can only speculate on

the long term effects of an antidiscrim

ination policy that benefits only a less

oppressed portion of the female popul
ation. A faint sense of unease about the

Office of the Status of Women among

feminists may indicate a process of

division and partial absorption which hin

ders the more radical aims of feminism

in creating a different social structure.

However, this is incidental to the point
that women are poorer than men in terms

of both power and resources.

Hawke addresses this only in the
euph^

emism that ^
'although the majority of welfare

recipients are women, the majority
of women are not welfare recipients.'

This ignores the structural bias in marr

iage and defacto criteria which often

excludes those most in need from even

the breadline assistance of welfare.

However, it would be unfair to over

look the Budget allocations which do

offer practical benefits to women. These

include:
— $30 million extra for childcare

services
— $10 million extra for services for the

aged and disabled
— $4.5 million extra for women's

refuges, plus $3 million more for

crisis housing
There are also allocations in the budget
which will be an advantage to women in

welfare and housing areas. Apart from
the disappointingly inadequate funding
for refuges (only residential women's

services qualify, leaving Rape Crisis,

counselling services etc. struggling
—

another example of 'divide and

conquer'?) these represent substantial

redistribution of resources to women.

However these are moneys to be spent
on women, rather than rises in the living

standards of individuals.

Increases in welfare payments are

miniscule and will do little to relieve

the plight of social security recipients

{2/3 female) who live well below the

poverty line. As Tribune (29.8.84) points

out, the Budget's achievements for

women must be seen in context. While
there is no increase in Family Allow

********************

ances, and Single Parent's benefits rise

by only $2 per week per child, the gov
ernment has spent $300 million on in

centives for big business, $30 million on

defending the America's Cup, and law

and order spending is up 15 percent.
In this context, the claim that women's

needs are a high priority must be viewed

with some cynicism.
Of greater concern is that while pilot

Affirmative Action programmes and CEP

'equalities' and the like provide small

gains for very few women, the overall

gender-status oppression of women's

work is being reinforced. The government
is supporting male-dominated industries

such as mining, while those employing
large numbers of women, such as manu

facturing, are shrinking. The effect of

such subsidies is to allow industries to

replace people with machines, and under

mine the quality of their work. The

Budget reinforces a capitalist economy

and does little to redistribute resources.

Until the government adopts more rad

ical policies, it may win the America's

Cup, but women will continue to lose.

reprinted from Tribune 29,8.84

* * ** y* Y* ¥4 Y* W V* V*
V4,

1966 was an important milestone

for women in the Australian Public Ser

vice. Historically, women in public sector

employment until this time were regarded
as 'temporary'; their careers were not

taken seriously; they were seen to be

'marking time' between school and

marriage and indeed many women ex

pected I fttle more from their work than

this 'second class' label.

In 1966 the so-called 'marriage bar'

was lifted, and permanent female officers

who married no longer had to resign. At

the time, this was soon as a move against

the discrimination of women and the

legislation was introduced with the

optimistic words
...

'. . . married women will be treated on

an equal footing with their colleages
so far as status, recruitment, promot
ion, transfer, discipline and so on are

concerned.'

Permanent Female Officers as a

Percentage of Total APS Workforce

1966 1983
2nd Division (senior

service 1+ 2%
3rd Division (people

with matriculation) 1 1 .2% 24%
4th Division (people

without matricul

ation 24.8% 48%
Total: 19.8% 37%

+ This was one woman only out of

a total of 606.
The marriage bar is often cited as one

of the main reasons for the current lack

of equality in the numbers of the two

sexes in the Public Service, and more

particularly why there are now more sen

ior men than women. The figures below

show how slow this process of moving to

an 'equal footing' has been.

********************

*

! It was not until the 70s that restrict-*

ions on 'men only' and 'women only'*

jobs were repealed, and in 1973
the^

upper age limits which then applied to^.
women for appointments as clerks, *

clerical assistants and typists were*

removed. J
The 1966 Public Service ? Board ^

Annual Report stated that women *
'were largely engaged in machine*

operations' and as an indication of*
this some 40% of total female

'

APS*
workforce -were employed in the oldj^
Postmaster General's Department*

primarily as switchboard operators. *

In 1980 a Public Service Board*

survey showed that whereas some^
women had moved into traditional*

male areas (such as Meat Inspector,*
Air Traffic Controller and Flight*
Service Officer) this had been ach-^
ieved largely with the active support*
of the Board. On the other hand, men*
had moved into nursing and social*

work etc. without such assistance. *

The Board also found that a trend*
yL

could be seen of non-graduate men
beingj^

likely to reach more senior positions^
than non-graduate women and that the*
same trend could be seen in graduates.*
The 'equal footing' that some thought*
(perhaps naively) would come with the^
lifting of the marriage bar was still a long*
way from

reality.
*

The Public Service Board's Equal *

Employment Opportunity programme
*

was announced in February 1981. The*
program was designed to introduce

vol-^
untary EEO programs for women, mig-j^
rants, Aboriginals and the disabled. The*
two broad aims of the EEO program*
for women are: *

yL
: to increase the numbers of women

in Senior Management *
: to increase the number of womer*

in jobs not traditionally done by*
women .

*
jL.

The process is seen as a long one
—

as
^

the Chairman of the Public Service Board, ^
Peter Wilenski said in May this year*
'... we have taken no more than the first*

few steps on this journey. We are still*

in a situation of endemic inequality of^.

opportunity. There is much to be done,*
but what has been done demonstrates*

that progress can be made.'' *

Some departments are further 'down J
the track' than others. It is a fact, however

that the majority of women in the APS*
are still located in machine areas

— these*

days as word processing/date processing^
operators; typists; stenographers and

sec-j^

retaries. This work is often as boring and*
repetitive in 1984 as it was in 1966.*

.

23 percent of women in the APS in*

1983 worked in keyboard (machine)^
related areas. The numbers in this group*
have grown by 38 percent over the last*

ten years compared with a 15 percent*
overall growth in the APS. *

The impact of technological change^
on this group of women has been far*
reaching. From being traditionally *

non-active in workplace politics the*

impact of technicological change appears J
to have raised their political awareness;^,
and more and more are actively pursuing*
their rights in relation to such issues as *

conditions of employment; occupational
*

health and safety and job re-design. ^
(All stats and quotes are from Public *
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WOMEN BEWARE WOMEN

Thomas Middleton

The ANU English Department and the Campus Amat

eur Dramatic Society present WOMEN BEWARE

WOMEN, a play by Thomas Middleton, ANU Arts

Centre, 27 September - 6 October (Thursday to

Saturday). Starts 8pm.

Prices: $6 and $4 (concessions)

Directed by John Gillies.

The ANU English Department and the Campus Amateur

Dramatir Rnr.iptu ha\/p pnmhinoH fnrroc tn nrnrlnco

Women Beware Women, a play by Thomas Middleton.

Set in Florence in the 16th Century, WOMEN BEWARE

WOMEN traces the marital fortunes of two young wom

en, Bianca and Isabella. Middleton takes as his theme the

corruption of women's sexuality. His women are trapped
by a network of social double binds. The marriage mark

et buys economic security, but at the price of sexual

denial. Elopement is social and economic suicide, and a

romantic private affair is no less fatal. The 'Tragedy' of

this play lies in the corruption of women by men, of

women by each other, of the young by the old and

of social innocents by the socialized and brutalised.

Middleton was a contemporary of Shakespeare and

Jonson, and his dramatic achievement is as original and

as important as theirs.

Director John Gillies describes Middleton's best work

as 'marvellously entertaining, brilliantly plotted, power

ful, disturbing and funny, with dialogue that is close to

common speech yet vibrant with Shakespearean intens

ity and flair'.

WOMEN BEWARE WOMEN is a play of great artist

ic importance and is certainly of contemporary interest.

The ANU English Department and CADS offer theatre

goers a rare opportunity to see a play which because of

its size is unlikely to be staged by professional theatre

groups.

For more information contact:

John Gillies
- 492708/492703

The Critics |

j

WOMEN BEWARE WOMEN is the virile product of a !

rare vision ... a classic so long kept off the stage that to
'

see it is to be gripped from start to finish, as if much

learned writing on the subject had only hinted at its

theatrical quality.

The Times (1962)

Before long Middleton's style imposed itself, intimate

and stonily observant — the tone of a life long student of

corrupted emotions. His theme is the marriage market,

where men and women buy one another according to

their wealth, and do so 'under the name of perfect love'

.... Listening to the best of this play, and recalling the

work of Webster, Marston, Ford, Tourneur and Kyd, one

cannot imagine how the Elizabethan dramatists ever

gained their reputation for boisterous, fullblooded earth

iness. Their subject-matter is usually cruelty or diseased

sensuality . . . Except for Shakespeare, they are nearly

all amoral pessimists. And in the exception lies the

answer. Shakespeare, one suddenly realises, was the

great pop playwright of his era, the fulsome exalter of

conservative common sense, the patriotic moralist of

'Henry V', the creator of all those healthy, untainted

young women .... Apart from Cressida, none of

Shakespeare's heroines is faithless to her man; and his

heroes are never faithless to their mistresses. In other

words, he lied about sex.

Kenneth Tynam, The Observer (1 962)

WOMEN BEWARE WOMEN . . . speaks to us across

the centuries with that accent of mesmerised selfloath

ing and helpless sensuality which marks the films of

someone like Antonioni, or the plays of Anouilh. It

shows people trapped in the armour of class and tort

ured by the hair shirt of sex. Once unhorsed in the

tournament of ambition, they are too heavy to rise

again. Once itched by bristles of desire, they must

scratch until the blood flows.

Alan Brien, Sunday Telegraph, (1962)

cu dfoobC reu-oew a,
pccup

The production of Women Beware

Women is an ambitious project, involv

ing lots of hard work and dedication. It

is a long play and, with the large cast, the

three and a half hours of concentrated

effort of all, despite acoustic problems, is

to be applauded.
'

The comic touches become heavier

until there is no doubt of the farcical el

ement of the play.' If you can overcome'

your initial doubts it is worth while stay
ing to see the last scene. The floor space

becomes very limited in a comic exagger

ation of Hamlet.

On the opening night, one got the feel

ing the actors were testing out the ground
on the select few who attended. As a

result I expect that the farcical elements

will be emphasised as the audience re

acted well to the humour of Middleton's

vision of the* bleak life for women in

the 17th Century.
The play presents an attitude on

women that may not have changed as

much as we would like to believe: women

conniving against women are naturally

more
sly and dangerous than men. The

women in Middleton's play represent

the same stock characters often still

reflected in today's images: the rich

bitch, the whore and the corrupted
innocent — corrupted, of course,

through another woman's actions al

though the men do play some necessary

part in this corruption. The men seem

to be excused from their actions because

^ of their irresistible sexual urges as opp

osed to the women's unhealthy appetite .

^ for sex (the Adam-Eve cliche). The moral

^ seems to be to avoid all forms of illcit

love and lust entirely.

^ The impromptu script writing during a

^ minor disaster in one scene — reminisc

4%. ent of the Phantom of the Opera — was

well handled by Bill Ginnane (Guardiano)

^ and Jonathan O'Donnell (the Ward) and

bodes well for any possible future mis

^ haps. Other strong performances come

from Margaret De Mestre as Livia and

4$ Stella Wilkie as the widow.

The full use of both stage and surr

1% oundings and the sparse scenery create

a feeling of street theatre — enhanced

in a few scenes through use of colourful

ijX costumes, fools, juglers and excellent

K* music. Both the singers from SCUNA

^ and the renaissance musicians help to

bring the play to life.

zb If you have a spare four dollars and a

spare four hours, Thomas Middleton's

Women Beware Women at the Arts

:v|$
Centre Is a novel alternative to the slight

ly less fatal 20th century soap operas

^ which, despite the time gap, seem to

often present the same attitudes.

Tamsin Kerr

The ward (Jonathan O'Donnell) 'contracts himself to the

larder woman at midnight' (Ann Forsythe)

Guardiano (Bill Ginnane) plays his queen in the marriage
game with Fabritio (Ron Hill).
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Lesbian bine
A telephone contact service

Tuesdays & Fridays 6.30-8.00 pm

Who are we? xJ

A collective of merry women who get together

OFTEN to discuss all manner of issues relevant

to women. We laugh a lot, cry sometimes and

generally support each other. We exist because

women need women. Lesbian women are a minor

ity fCffoup in our society
— lesbians need to support

e'a'Gh other to affirm our belief in ourselves and in

our political and sexual stand in a corrupt world.

What do we do?
„

'

We run a telephone service twice weekly, 6.30pm

to 8.00pm Tuesday and Friday. You can contact

us for support, information about social and other

events or just a chat on 478882. Friday nights are

times for dropping in at the Women's Centre, 3

Lobelia Street, O'Connor. jA
4

We are not alone! ^
We are part of the Coalition of Australian Lines

with Melbourne, Sydney and Hobart. We're hoping

* that Lesbian Lines will soon start in Adelaide and

Brisbane. Contact the local telephone directory for

?***' numbers.

STUDENT EXCHANGE WITH TSUDA

COLLEGE, TOKYO, JAPAN

THE AUSTRALIAN NATIONAL

UNIVERSITY

Under an agreement for an exchange
of undergraduate students with Tsuda

College, Tokyo, Japan, a student from

ANU is able to go to Tsuda for one

academic year, with a Tsuda student

studying here for a similar period.

Tsuda College is a private liberal arts

college for women. Its major fields of study
are English language and literature, internat

ional and cultural studies, mathematics. Enrol

ments number 2,000 students enrolled for

bachelor and master degrees. Special arrange
ments are made for overseas students to study
Japanese language and literature.

Applications are invited for the 1985

academic year from women undergraduate
students who will have completed at least the

second year of their courses at the end of

1984. The general criteria for selection of

the exchange students. are;

(a academic. excellence

(b) seriousness of interest in the study
proposed

(c) a working knowledge of Japanese
(d) capacity to adjust to cross-cultural

changes.
The successful applicant will take a year's non

degree study in 1985 at Tsuda College. The

exchange provides a sum of up to Y2, 000, 000

to cover fares, tuition fees and board and

lodging, with a small provision for incidental

expenses. The award will give a student an

excellent opportunity to improve her compet

ence in the Japanese language and to gain

an understanding of life in Japan.
Students interested are asked to discuss

an application with Mr Ken Healey, Faculty

Secretary, Faculty of Asian Studies, in the
*

first instance. Applications should be lodged
with Mr Healey by 5 October 1984 at the

latest.

*

ACT HISTORY TEACHERS' ASSOCIATION

and the

TRANSYLVANIAN ASSOCIATION OF CANBERRA

are holding a

SEMINAR
On October 3rd 1984 at 7.30pm

in the COPLAND LECTURE THEATRE

'as Transylvania ever Dracula Country - Facts or Fiction ?

All interested persons are cordially invited

free of charge

Dr Lajos Kazar, Visiting Fellow, Dept of Linguistics,
Research School of Pacific Studies.

+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + ^
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a glimpse
at women in Australian journalism, past and present

YESTERYEAR

You wouldn't know it from many of

the orthodox histories of Australia

(Clarke, Blainey the Buffoon, et al —

or any of the school textbooks ive'

came across) — but this women's issue

of Woroni comes in a long and very

distinguished line of women's journal
ioiii in nudu alia.

Most of us have heard of the 19th

century Bulletin with its explosive
mixture of radicalism and fervent chau

vinistic patriotism, or even the very dull

Sydney Gazette, or The Lone Hand —

but what of The Dawn, and the Repub
lican, both run by Louisa Lawson,

Women's Sphere, or the New Idea

(a rather more subversive prcursor to

the knitting and cooking manual cum

gossip rag still to be found in newsag

encies today)? What about the numbers

of provincial papers run by women in

many part os Australia, in the late

19th century, a time when provincial

journalism was booming?
Women's journalism of one sort or

another was especially abundant in the

1890s and 1900s; when the 'woman

question
'

and women's suffrage were

the subject of great debate. Vida Gold

stein, who in 1903 became the first

woman in the Empire to be a parlia

mentary candidate, ran two papers,

the Woman Voter, and the Women's

Spher. Neither was narrowly concerned

with the franchise for women, although
that figured largely. There were articles

on trade unionism, the exploitation of

women workers in shops and factories,

prostitution and the possible nationalis

ation of coal mines and transport.

The Woman Voter tended to have a

separatist slant: 'the moral, social and

economic injustice imposed upon
women' made their separate political

organisation necessary, since the cause

of women is'greater than party, and in

nine cases out of ten, it is sacrificed to

party interests.*

The Woman's Sphere gave a scathing
account of conditions for women in the

workforce, including female journalists

Probably the best known of these

papers is however The Dawn, founded

by Louisa Lawson as a paper 'written,
printed and read by women'.

The Dawn distinguished itself from its

sister journals, not only in the subtlety
of its treatment of the oppression of

women and what their 'emancipation'
would involve, but also in its visionary
conception of women's potential, once

they liberated themselves, to revolution
ise the rest of society, bestowing harm

ony, happiness and equality upon human

ity.

Therefore the emphasis was always on

preparing women on a very practical

level, for the great Utopian mission which
awaited them - freeing them from the

tyrannies of 'the beauty cult'and

consumerism, in favour of a more self

sufficient and independent manner of

living. This may sound 60s and hippyish
now but the difference was that the idea

behind it was never one of withdrawal
from society, but of mobilisation action:
'if you would help to lift the burden sin

and suffering from humanity and lead

them up in the heights of peace and

Joy, destroy man's dominance on your
mind and person'

Furthermore, the discussion of issues

like this — fashion, women's health

and nutrition, self-reliance as opposed
to dependence on manufactured goods
— the need for women's refuges

— ack

nowledged in a modern way, that the

personal and the domestic could also
be deeply political.

So the Dawn was a remarkable journal
of its time: not only for its vigorous

radicalism in campaigning for female

'Suffrage, marriage and divorce reform,
but also for the complexity and sens

itivity with which it viewed the role of

women, both as victims of male domin

ation, and as possible initiators of a.

new, truer, fairer social order.

This was also the heyday of the

'women's page'. On some papers they
only place it was thought fit for women

to work. Mary Gilmour, for example,
was at one stage better known for her

page on the Daily Worker than for her

poetry.

Though, generally speaking, the line

taken on women's pages was essentially

conservative and home-oriented — the

'she-suffragits' were ridiculed but it

was denied that women were
really inter

ested in higher education or the vote —

there were ambiguities. Take for example,
Sappho Smith in the early Bulletin:

One could go on; looking at the reas

ons for the decline in radical women's
journalism after the First World War,
and the corresponding boom in very

tepid women's magazines, frequently
written and run by men, and emphasiz
ing the need to be the 'good' little

woman; or, the sudden about-turn

during the 2nd World War, when it was

suddenly deemed acceptable for women

not only to write 'hard' journalism,
but actually to report from the Front

itself (with a predictable emphasis on

the activities of the nurses) — predictably
there was a prompt reversal of this

policy post-1945.

Suffice it to say, though that wherever

there were words going into the printing

press, there were women too — however

constrained they were (and they were

often very constrained) by notions of

what was appropriate, and indeed poss
ible for the fair sex to bother its little

head with.

Now, so far as I can ascertain, this yearning after matrimony, pur et
simple, isn t

so very general after all. Every girl dreams of a rich husband, but very few env\

the humdrum connubial joys of the worn-visaged matron acting as general .sct

vant, nurse, companion and valet .
.

.
For it is a utilitarian age . . . and main

a woman writes 'Miss' on her visiting cards because Gussie laid a wealth «-l

undying worship but only four pounds a week at her feet. There is altogether

too much sympathy wasted on the unmarried woman. She is generally a colli,

callous, speculative darling .. .

Buttetuij Oct i^i.

The old theory that woman is inferior to man, dies hard in the indus

trial world. Though there are employers without number who freely

acknowledge woman's efficiency, and often superiority in business

ability,
that acknowledgement does not often materialise as coin.

Women writers of more than ordinary ability receive less than half

the remuneration given to men whose writing is of far inferior merit; in

deed, the pay of many contributors is scarcely equal to that of the boys
in the office in which they are employed

Daily experience brings home, to women workers the pressing need

of organisation and political power for them, to minimise and finally

abolish the abating under which they suffer.

ft is sure

ly a 'Stnr on the men of the State that they should combine against

women, knowing as they do that starvation rates of pay open up a

temptation to women workers which is unknown to men. As a worker I

am glad that we have at last got a woman's paper in Victoria, through
which we can voice the claims of the women who work, whether with

hand or brain.

Woman's Svhjtns. io ©i.
/ » '

'The Bonnet'

A great many women who buy or fashion their own headgear, seem to

proceed upon the idea that in point of value, the bonnet is more than the head,

and the hat more than the face; or that the head is a mere knob, upon which to

display millinery. This must account for the masses of lace, feathers, frippery,

and even parts of deceased fowls, that partly cover, or are skewered to the

many female heads. The object of anything more is presumed to be for
j

protection or for ornament, and to combine the two is supposed to belong to

the art of the milliner.

Worth, the Parisien Mantua -maker, once remarked to a woman, as he was

arranging a bunch of flowers on the skirt of a gown, 'You must not think that

all these befrilled and trumpery things are of my taste. They are not my taste

at at all. I make them because you will have them' . . .

[Bonnets] such as from size, shape and trimming are so pronounced,
j

monstrous and extraordinary as to leave the head under them comparatively
of no account /whatever in the way of interest, should be avoided by the

would-be purchaser who cannot afford a hew outlay every month in the year.

. . .in suburban places and small country towns . . .a dull stagnation of living

prevails and no one makes the effort to strike free of its shackles, and get away

from its enervating effects. [The daily life of many young women] is a dreary

round of monotony ...

In middle life one encounters numberless women who may be called might
have-beens. They are good to look upon, and impress one with an idea of

passive force, but an evidence of pettiness or an indefinite suggestion of

disappointment is traceable about the lines of the face... Her husband's,

interests are apart from hers and her children have all outgrown her.

Questions of the hour are not vital to her, literature does not appeal to her and

her mind reverts pathetically
to a happy past.

'

The truth is every other man in journalism thinks he has a special
call to

print a woman's magazine, and the fact is he don't know much about us . .

We could quickly fill the largest building in Sydney with women and children

who now, for. the sake of food and shelter, but more for the sake of what is

called their 'good name', are bearing blows, insults, servitude and

degradation.
— from The Dawn

c_

'HE NEVER TOLD HIS LOVE.'
UKUolktntm barmaid): 'WAAL. ANU WHAT* YOU II NAME, THEN!'

SHE: ' MY NAMK IS PKA.RL. Silt.'

HE (with exprtuton): 'HCYl ANI) AUK VOl' THE l'KAUL OF GREAT t'llIOKl'
SBE: '

NO, Silt, I'M THE PEAIU. THAT WAS CAST BKFORE SWINE.'

NOW

Now, despite a real and far-reaching

improvement in the position of women in

journalism, the suppression of female/
feminist voices, and the battle against

such suppression, rages on.

There is still an obvious concentrat

ion of women writing in what is regarded

as tne more ugntweignt son journalism:

consumerist 'lifestyle' articles, gossip,

the social pages, fashions, the arts, etc.

The Australian still clings to its 'Wo-

men's Pages'. This is an odd mish-mash:
from time to time it is possible to excav

ate the odd soupcon of an incipiently

feminist perspective out of the ocean of

crap that we gels are supposed to find so

very engrossing— Di and her strapping

brood, Mick; Jagger, the Sangsters, how

to crochet a tea-cosy and so on. (This

same conflict can be found in some of

the women's magazines — Woman's

Weekly, Cosmopolitan, Sheila, etc. — in

some ways expanded versions of the

women.s page formula.)
The Fairfax press is undoubtedly a

little more progressive than Rupert
Murdoch's News Limited (it wouldn't
be hard). Journalists like Michelle

Grattan, Jenni Hewitt, Wendy Bacon

and Anne Summers have established

themselves as serious political corres

pondents, mainly working inside the

Fairfax group. This is especially impress
ive considering that well into the 1960s
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ANU SAILING CLUB HOSTS MINI-IV Results were:

With the advent of spring activity on

the lake is intensifying, and the thoughts
of Canberra's sailing population turning

to wind and water. The new season

appears to have brought the annual turn

over of classes with it. Amongst other

changes there have been sighted a few

more 505s than last year. Already the

lake has hosted three well-attended

regattas. The Canberra Yacht Club

Opening Regatta (concurrently with

Ferry Race, and celebrations marking
the first anniversary of the Australia

II victory) and the YMCA Sailing

Club 'Heart-starter' Regatta, were both

held over the weekend 22 to 23 Sept

ember. The ANU Sailing Club launched
into the season with its Mini —IV

Regatta, held over the weekend of 31

August to 2 September

Crews competed from ANU, Mac

quarie, Monash, NSW, Sydney, and

Wollongong Universities — a total of

22 boats in three divisions. Two of the

four races were complete drifters. A

little excitement was provided in
,

the

third race by a storm, and finally the

fourth race brought with it a good 15

knot breeze with gusts up to 20.

Members of interstate teams either

slept in the ANU clubhouse or were bill

etted with ANU club members. Socializ

ing included a visit to Dalat, BBQs and

a spit-roast on the Saturday evening.
However competition did not end till

late into that night, with the non-trophy
boatraces — won outright by Monash.
All tastes were catered for, and whilst

Monash reduced themselves to a state

of complete obliteration, other visitors

sipped Milo and discussed the meaning of
life etc. etc

....

Division 1 : Sharpies
1. P. Ottesen (Yot, ANU)
2. P. Quibell (Cam, Synonomous,

Monash)
3. A. Liddle (Kinda Lingers/

Wollongong)

Division 2: Monohulls

1. A. McNee (Laser, YMCA)
2. G. McDougall (Tasar, ANU

3. S. Wild (Laser II, ANU)

Division 3: Multi-Hulls

1 .
D. Lawrence (Mari 3-3)

2. R. Ortner (Hobie 14)

Thanks are due to the many people
who helped over the weekend. It was also

ery encouraging to see a large number of

ANU boats on the water, and novices

from several clubs racing and enjoying
it.

CLUB MEMBERSHIP
j

The ANU Sailing Club AGM was held
j

on Thursday 20 September. As well as i

the election of new committee members,
j

club members were also reminded that

the annual subscription — now the grand
;

sum of twenty dollars ($20.00) is due.

New rrembers are always welcome, and

encouraged — the next sailing school is

to be conducted in early December at
ij

the end of the exam break.
Jj

So for the price of one hour's windsurf
]j

er hire, come and spend the hot Canberra

summer sailing one of ANU's large fleet '/

of Lasers, Windsurfers and other boats. a

For information, phone
Debbie Gillat: 95 2670 (h) or

Peter Ottesen: 72 5511 (w) or

contact the Sports Union

Miranda Korzy

( CenfituuwiT Q/ont
prt/rioud paflz ?)

at the Herald
,

it was virtually unheard of

for women to write anything other than

women's page material, human interest
stories and the occasional arts-related

piece if they were lucky. And the pre

viously all-male preserve of cartooning
has been successfully infiltrated by Vict
oria Roberts, Jenny Coopes and Mary

_ Leunig, among others.

At the same time though, it is not diff

icult to uncover a distinctly strong stream

of anti-feminism (not to mention the

inevitable and .widespread sexism) in

Fairfax papers.

The Sydney Morning Herald, for

instance, seems to hold an uncanny

veneration for Leonie Kramer's every

utterance and positively seeks the old

thing out: recently, this has included her

favourite novels, what she most 'wants

for Australia' in 1988, and, prominently
placed, her dismissal of the principle of

affirmative action — with the

astoundingly simple-minded (and oddly
self-effac :ing) argument, along the lines

that 'I've got where I am without it, so

any woman who hasn't must be too

stupid.'

And, not long ago, at the leftish

liberalish National Times (home of

Womw Role snippets and the infamous

Dolly Colour spread — much to her

horror) the Deputy Editor, Adele Horan,
was subjected to what was perhaps a

subtle form of discrimination, when

it was resolved that the paper should 1

appoint a managing editor (male) as

|
well as the editor (male) above her. A|
decision which effectively demoted her

|
into an editorial vaccuum..

This was seen by some as being in

reaction to the decidedly 'feminist

slant' of her editorial practice. A

strike mounted by journalists in the

paper in response was unsuccessful.

On the plus side, though — apart

from an accelerating expropriation of

'serious' journalism by women and

the increasing presence of feminism in

some of the mainstream papers as a force

to be reckoned with, there is now a

healthy and multiplying patch of pub
lications with a feminist orientation in

Australia: Refractory Girl, Girls' Own

Paper, Bluestocking, Scarlet Woman,

Womanspeak, Hecate

Unfortunately, Hecate — a Brisbane

based interdisciplinary journal — is

having trouble at the moment. It's

currently being sued for defamation over

an article dealing with the sexual harass

ment and appalling work conditions of

female staff at Brisbane's Courier-Mail

newspaper.

The battle isn't over yet ....

Morgan Thomas

I
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|

SINGAPORE from $690 return \ \

|
KUALA LUMPUR from $730 return

§
j\

?' HONGKONG from $825 return
| j

\ LONDON from $1250 return
i| j

\ LOS ANGELES from $990 return
f

I

I i \

J There are many other special fares available to students. But hurry J
*

j
seats for end of year departures are filling fast!! Phone us tor | j

j
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i
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|
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j

I
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I

^53 FILM LABORATORY H
|

43 NORTHBOURNE AVENUE, CIVIC ^ f Q J

Phone 47403Q
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Relating
to men...
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BECAUSE WE'RE WOMEN

- 3 I I

Because woman' s work is never done, aniiis
/j,

~

r'\

underpaid or unpaid or boring or repetitious
and we're the first to get the sack and what
we look like is more important than what we

do and if we get raped it' s our fault and if we

get bashed we must have provoked it and if

we raise our voices we're nagging bitches
and if we enjoy sex we' re nymphos 8J1C1 if we I

don't we're frigid and if we love women if s I

because we can't get a 'real' man and if we I

ask our doctor too many questions we're I

neurotic and/ or pushy and if we expect I

community care for children we're selfish I

and if we stand up for our rights we're I

. aggressive and 'unfeminine' and if we don't
we're typical weak females and if we want to

get married we're out to trap a man and if we I

don't we're unnatural and because we still I

can't get an adequate safe contraceptive but I

?

men can walk on the moon and if we can't I

cope or don't want a pregnancy we're made I

to feel guilty about abortion and ? for

lots and lots of other reasons we are part of

the women's liberation movement

Joyce Stevens
Written for Women's Liberation Broadsheet, International Women's Day, 1975.


